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1A C0H2ID3RATI0N OF
THREE PEASES CF IITOUSIIBUI EDUCATION
Introduction
It is proper that those who are engaged in the work of educ-
ating people should be as well acquainted as possible with the channels
through which they nay hope to educate industrial workers, Acquaintancy
breeds sympathy and teachers can expect to be successful in educating the
working class only in that degree to which they have acquired a sympathetic
understanding of the motives which shape their lives.
Therefore the purpose of this study has been tc make an investi-
gation of the educating influences and motivating factors which shape the
lives of working men, to examine the qualifications of the 'bosses*, so
that those in school positions may better know how to be of service to them.
There has thus far been little attention given to the industrial
activities of working men in the light of how the public school profession
may make contact. .Ve have entered the field in our consideration of voca-
tional education, discussion there is not settled, and we have remembered
working men in our formation of extra curricular activities, but we have not
examined our tools, our means of establishing relationship for working
purposes.
&Sanj corporations today are joining with their men in co-operative
industrial relationships which are compromises between management and men.
It is hoped, by all forward-looking people, that these compromises will lead
to a mutual understanding. An examination of human behavior in industry will
show school men how they may work in helping to establish that understanding,
for it is a matter to be brought about only through education.
•
It seems necessary that the terms •laboring- men* and 'management
'
as used in the thesis he defined. .Vriters used to divide all society into
two classes, those who used their brains and those who used their physical
strength. The former has designated the Professional and the latter the
Laboring class. Today we go farther and designate a third class called
Management. This new word groups together those who are set in authority
over laboring men and anyone who has worked for an industrial corporation
will know exactly what is meant by the word. In conferences, where indus-
trial relation questions are discussed, it is a word heard oftener perhaps
than any other. In industrial circles two words are very common, 'men' and
'management * • Members in all three classes may very properly be called
laboring men but the term 'laboring men' when used in the thesis is not
meant to include either professional group members or management group members.
The thesis is written after a study, covering a period of six years,
of several thousand men who ire employed by the Colorado Fuel and Iron
Company in their i-innequa Steel Plant in Pueblo, Color -do. ( This company is
the largest industrial steel and coal-mining, corporation in the .'/estern half
of the united States.) It is divided into three chapters each dealing with
a phase of indutrial life which belongs to the field of education.
The fir st chapter considers four important sources of education
for working men. These sources are the schools, experience, the fellow work-
man and management
•
The second chapter shows how some of the principal life forces
(as McBougall would say: "The Pseudo-Instincts") affect the lives of working
men. The impulses considered are : fear, gregarious, play, imagination,
imitation, and sympathy. Much has been written about these terms from the

3standpoint of definition but more field work needs to be done connecting our
theories with actual life.
The third chapter discusses five important qualifications for
management. These are: health, intelligence, will-power, personality and
sympathy* There are, perhaps, other qualifications but these five seem to
be the chief qualifications and most others, if they are named, may be classes
under one or more of these. For example: the possession of that faculty
sometimes called 'pep', or a lack of laziness, depends upon health and will®
powjr. This chapter is worth while because management is a stronger force
for the education of working men than is generally supposed, ken in manage-
ment today are, for the most part, educated men. Schools, especially the
universities, are exerting through these men an increasingly strong influence
upon the educating processes of working men, made possible by the wave of
industrial cooperation.
In order that conclusions in the thesis might not by any chance
appear to be individually opinionated and so that the discussion might possibly
have greater value, questionnaires ( ei-ch one a list of fifty-one questions)
were sent out to three hundred working men and to three hundred foremen, the
foremen being members of management. Out of the six hundred questionnaires
sent out returns were had from one hundred and ninety-two employees and one
hundred and seventy-six foremen. Tables constructed after a study of the
fifty-one different auestions and answers are scattered through the thesis.
Following the third chapter an explanation of the questionnaire aa to methods
of circulation, meaning of questions, etc., is given together with a complete
list of the questions and the attendant results.
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The writer inserts this paragraph with trepidation. He believes
that his six years experience is wcrth more because it was spent among
laborers and not as a member of management since the writer was never even
a str.iw-boss, although b eing a carpenter he was counted skilled labor. No
fault is found with school men who came into the plant, for short periods,
to study the workers lat the suggestions of management or independently)
and who while there held positions which would class them as members of the
management group, yet it must be affirmed that their experience was not whole,
that in a measure it was secend-banded.
and Iron Company of Pueblo, Colorado, with whom the writer worked, whose
lives are, in a very definite sense, woven into this thesis. The writer is
indebted to Mr. L. F. <-.uigg, General Superintendent of the luinnequa plant of
the Colorado Fuel and Iron Company, who so kindly furnished the list of names
of those to whom the questionnaire was sent, to the authors of the text-bocks
listed in the bibliography and to all who assisted in any way in the mechanical
construction of the thesis, especially to those who criticized it.
Professor Lilah Vaughan, first and second readers assigned to read the
thesis by Dean ..eysse of the Graduate School.
Their criticisms were carefully and well made. '.Vhenever possible,
and it was seldom otherwise, corrections were made as they had suggested.
R. ?. T.
& feeling of gratitude goes to the many men in the Colorado Fuel
The writer acknowledges his debt to ~r. Albert Lorris and

A CONSIDERATIQK CF
THREE PHASES CF INDUSTRIAL ELUOAPICN
Chapter Cne
Four Important Sources of Education
For V/orking Ken
Introduction
Education might quite logically be defined as the business of
training an individual so tha t he will be capable and useful, with the aim
that he shall help to build a better society.
The influences which educate a working man come to him from many
sources. Some of these are: home, church, reading, recreation, leisure
time companions, school, experience, fellow-workman and foremen.
The l^st four named agencies are discussed here since they :.re
perhaps most closely related to tha subject of industrial education.
Section I
The Schools
(a) The growth of Industrial Education.
The laboring men, who constitute about ninety-five percent of
our population, began demanding about two decades ago that the schools pay
more attention to the fitting of a working man for his occupation. In the
beginning of the period of time which marks the schools attempts to meet the
working man's demands, about 1910, the schools as a whole were not truly
concerned with educating the laboring man. However, in the face of conditions
which could no longer be ignored they began the doing of it rather grudgingly
and in a just-so- they-will-be-pacif ied sort of way for reasons which afe now
evident
.

First: The schools had few faculty members competent to teach the
courses demanded, .»hen all those teachers who had had theory x^reparation
were recruited to the r<j.nks there was still a lar^e gap to be filled. L.ost
states adopted laws providing for special certificates and then went out,
into the by-ways and hedges, after those who had had experience but little
theory. In some way courses were taught while a new kind of teacher was
being assembled. In 1932 the State of Colorado will put into effect a new
law that makes it necessary for all teachers holding special certificates
to have had at least two years college education. Colorado has not been able
to set an earlier date for the enforcement of this law for fear of being
short of the number of teachers required.
Second: The schools did not have the necessary buildings or equip-
ment. It is an apparent fact, observation alone will be sufficient to prove
it, that the physical cost of eduction has increased many times in the last
few ye::rs and that the increase has been co-incidental with an attempt to
satisfy the laboring class.
Third: The whole matter was forced upon members of the professional
class by the working class, since teachers were members of the professional
el&ss • The school folk will admit that a portion of their members ?;ere, in
the be Inning, against curriculum enlargement. The school curriculum had
been made to fit the professional class ( there was, in the sense that we
have it today, no management class) and if defense of the old status-quo
became necessary it was simply said that avocational subjects taught the
working man's brain to function. No teacher was ever quite ready to forget
entirely those who could not go to higher institutions of learning, ^di-cators
often theorized on ways in which the old courses helped the worker but usually
concluded that the schools had no particular message for him.
I
7fourth: Teachers were afraid that courses which they taught would
be rerr.oved in order that new courses could be taught and that then they would
be out of a job. Expansion as we have it today was not drearred of yet it
was by that method the situation was relieved. Lany can remember the heated
discussions which took place in teacher meetings over the introduction of new
subjects. Fear prompted teachers to direct the new movement into cuch a path
that their own work would not be jeopardized. The buttles against amputation
of certain courses still wage.
(b) The amount of time given to Industrial Education.
.-nd so we have built, in the last twenty years, a new curriculum
which considers the working man. ,»e h^ve educated new groups of teachers to
teach new subjects, k minority aggregation constantly blocked the wheels of
progress yet an advance has been m^ae.
Are all people satisfied with conditions as they are today? with
the amount of time which is given to industrial courses, yes. with the
methods used in teaching industrial courses, no. a peculiar situation seems
to have arisen: The teachers, once satisfied vith an old curriculum, are now
dissatisfied with methods. forking men, once dissatisfied because they were
given no attention, are now satisfied with poor methods used in class-room
instruction.
In considering the amount of attention that is given to courses
which industrial v/orkers wanted in the curriculum the following question was
asked of 600 steel-Vv'orkers with results as shown.
4
8I
Do the public schools give a fair amount of attention tc the
education of those who cannot go to college?
:yes : no :void i,o yes i% no t% void
Foremen : 96 : 64 : 16 : 54rJ : 36- : 9
Employees : 156 : 35 : 1 : 81* : xB- : \
X majority of the men were satisfied that a fair amount of attention
is being given to those who cannot go to college. The new courses in the
curriculum were adopted primarily for those who cannot go to college since
the old curriculum was especially planned to fit for college* Therefore the
question and answers tend to show that a satisfactory amount of time is given
over to courses which working men want
•
(c) The methods of providing Industrial Education*
.forking men may be satisfied with the time which is being spent
in vocational instruction but school men 3re not satisfied with the methods
used.
In the beginning make-shift methods had to be condoned fcr it
takes time to prepare teachers who are specialized in a new field. The day
hss come when school men turn to a study of the methods used in teaching the
industrial courses.
1. Jduc- tors are dissatisfied with methods. To properly educate
the children who will be working men for whatever occupation they will follow
means to add still more to trie buildings and equipment if many leaders may
be believed.
Dr. G. ... Diemer, President of the Kansas Oity Teachers College
said, to his 1323 Summer school class in Jolorudo University: ",v'e must have
$m
9more equipment." Equipment was, before laboring men began their insistent
demands, not a great problem. Now it seems to be paramount. A serious
question which has arisen is this one: How far can the schools go in the
matter of physical equipment?
Another leader in education says: (l) "Our democracy demands a
thoroughly democratic form of government, in which every type of individual
can secure that form of education and training which will develop his capa-
cities to the utmost, and enable him to give the greatest measure of service
to society." This educ-itor is not satisfied with methods. An attempt to do
just what he suggests he s led to our present over-crowded curriculum and
almost impossible financial situation. It might be better to proceed on this
platform: The schools should use their means to perfect methods for serving
the greatest number of groups possible. Perhaps too much spreading out after
lone individual s has been going on. Jome are suggesting that those courses
in which only a few are interested be dropped so that more money may be spent
in teaching the subjects in which many find interest.
Another writer carries Dr. Payne's idea to the limit when he says:
I 2) "To teach all subjects to all men in the same school." It is doubtful
that that can be done. Attempted revisions of curriculums all over the
country, at the present time, are an admission tnat the limit is reached and
all subjects are net yet taught to all men. Embodied in this expression is
this thought: -reserve antiquated courses if a single individual demands it.
Many are united in believing that it is impossible to satisfactorily teach all
(1) Payne, A. F.
,
"Organization of Vocational Guidance," N.Y.,
kc^raw - 1925. Page 48.
(2) Davenport, K., "Education for Efficiency," Boston, D. 0. Heath and Go. -
1909. Page 33.
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subjects and that the aim of a true democracy is to favGr the majority.
When a number of cities engage in a curriculum revision at the
same time it becomes evident that administrators are not satisfied with the
methods of instruction which -re in common use. 3t. Louis has spent over
one hundred thousand dollars on a revision study. Denver has just finished
a complete curriculum revision study in which every teacher had an opportunity
to express his or her views. Something must be done to improve the methods.
2. Students are dissatisfied with methods. Although public schools
teach industrial subjects, student3 go to other schools where methods are
more practical.
Pueblo, Colorado, is a eity having about seventy thousand population.
In Pueblo much has been done, as in other cities, in the matter of offering
a varied education through the public school system. The course is very full,
nothing has been dropped, an attempt has been made to teach any course demand-
ed ana taxes have been raised until they are a burden in order to supply
buildings, equipment and teachers. Yet it is very evident that methods do
not suit.
The writer was secretary of the Colorado Fuel and Iron Company Joint
Committee on Recreation and iduc^tion during the year 1926. This committee
had a supervising interest in all education programs outside the public school
system and a cooperating influence in that program is well. With the public
school organizations doinsr their utmost, under the methods in force, they
were: first, apprentice schools; second, occupational schools; third, special
schools; fourth, night grade schools; conducted and financed by the Colorado
Fuel and Iron Corpany. 3esides there were, in the city, trade schools, run
by the labor unions and there was a labor college conducted by the labor
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federation. Uso agitation was quite active in the state capitol that year
for a polytechnieal school, state supported, to be located in Pueblo. Last
,
before the committee there came, during the year, representatives of corres-
pondence schools who wished merely a recommendation, making it a self evident
fact that money could be had for eaac-ting those not satisfied with the methods
in any institution.
Id) Improving the methods of Industrial Education.
She size of the curriculum is a limited one and the limit is nerrly
reached. In most cities the taxes are too high now, they must go down,
Chicago in 1930 was a bankrupt city and her schools were threatened with closure.
Colorado is planning a state wide revision of taxes hoping that revenue may
be raised from neglected channels of wealth.
Methods of instruction in industrial courses cannot be improved by
the hiring of better teachers or th9 purchase of additional equipment unless
so^e other teachers are rotten- rid of and the ne?d for equipment in some
obsolete department is ended. It is well to face to situation.
Sufficient education for avocation can be taught aft?r some more
of so-called .^vocational subjects are dropped. I'he dropping of some of them
is necessary in order that better methods may be followed in vocational train-
ing, j-'here is no longer a demand for some of these subjects which are still
taught ana the vocational methods are nude tc suffer as long as they are
continued. Jchool men will lose an opportunity if, because they neglect to
improve their methods, they allow other sources to educate the working men.
In the questionnaire this question was asked with the results as
shown.
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II
Should the public schools teach more subjects or drop some in
favor of new subjects?
: mere tdrop : void : jo more : /o drop : % void
Foremen : 70 : 96 : 10 : 39-£ : 54^ : 6
Employees : 50 : 90 : 52 : 26 : 46* : 27-
It was not a large majority which favored dropping some of the
old subjects. The majority of school men in favor of letting some of the
long-tir"e-tai;ght but little demanded subjects go that others might come in,
or those in be better taught, woi^ld probably not be large. The question then
is a live cne.
One writer has recently written: (l) "We have sufficient evidence
at hand to justify as in believing that t e majority of 14 to 16 year old
students possess neither the quantity nor the quality of intelligence that
will enable them to pursue the ordinary traditional courses, with profit,
ffhey are being forced by law to stay in school, with the result that they be-
come haoituated to failure, are a burden upon the school system and upon the
teacher, and develop bad habits of work and attitudes toward learning. The
school is to blame - let it get away from the ordinary traditional school
course and give the boys something they want."
'.That is to bo left out? That question has caused argument every-
where and v^enever curriculum revision was in mind. The writer included the
following question in the questionnaire.
(l) T'ayne, F «, "Organization of Vocational Guidance, " &.Y.
,
ffoGraw - 1925, Page 315.
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III
Is there any value in algebra for the average nan?
: yes : no : void : ,o yes : to no : p void
xoremen : 63 : 110 : 2 : 36^ : 62^- : 1
Employees : 80 : 104 : 8 : 4l-| : 54^ : 4
It has been suggested that all mathematics be left out of the
high schools except for one-half year of algebra, one-half year of geometry
and a short course in commercial arithmetic. That all language be excluded
except a four yenrs course in English which would include common derivatives
from several other of the languages. A measuring stick of utility is being
applied to all courses in the curriculum^
Methods will not be improved as long as we continue to repeat that
old phrase: "Training alonr one line will help in another." That excuse
pave us avocaticnal training for the professional and withheld vocational
sdue tion for the laboring class. Dr. \* F. Payne, formerly of Columbia,
says: (l) "We can no longer educate individuals upon the fallacious assumption
that training in one line of activity can be transferred to a different line."
Jr. Davenport touches upon the same subject when he writes: (2) "The
greatest hindrance to the natural evolution of a single system of schools
adopted to the education of all classes of our people is academic tradition
which needs modification in a number of important particulars. The truth is,
there is no such thing as a general eauc.-ticn, except one that will fit for
nothing in particular, leaving the possessor stranded without occupation or
other field of endeavor for the exercise of his trained activities. In so
(l) ?ayne, A. F.
,
"Organization cf Vocational Guidance," K.Y., UoGraw -1925.
Page 47.
t'2) Davenport, B., "Eduction for Efficiency," Boston, D. G. Heath and Go.-
1909. Page 17.
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far as the general type of education exists among us, the quicker we abolish
it the better."
Cur methods are not the best so long as we expect a boy to fill up
on liberal schooling (pure theory) for twelve years and then go out after
experience. That boy can never become the man he could have become if he had
sained some of the experience along with the theory.
A.n education gained without experience is of special detriment to
the teaching profession because, of all men the teacher should have had much
experience with the world. The writer is glad he had tc work his way through
school and is not sorry that he spent six years working for an industrial
corporation. Thousands become teachers who can really do nothing else and
in the world of vocational experience they have never spent a day. How can
teachers who hi.ve never had any vocational experience, either in the school
or out of it, sympathize with the working men or fully grasp the opportunity
of educating them.
The public schools must improve their methods until no other school
can compete with them because it is the only school which trains boys and
girls vocationally and avocitionally. Everyone in order tc be efficient
needs a proper amount of vocational education and in order to be safe and
happy as a member of society needs enough of the other.
The favlt to be found with most other educational sources is that
a student who ouits the public school and, working, relies upon them for his
education will not be a rationally balanced individual since these institu-
tions teach only the vocational. Lore and more are children dependent upon the
public schools for ethical, moral and religious training. (This is taken up
;:.ore fully on page 22 . )
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In improving methods then, vocation and avocation must go hand
in hand, it is a significant reality, tending to show that something is
wrong with our methods, that a large proportion of the tramps of th is
country are schooled (not educated) hoys, young men just out of schools.
Something is probably -wrong with the methods when so many of the men in our
penitentiaries are under age and well educated. It seems that our conception
of a proper curriculum must be changed considerable. Train for work and
play both. The acquiring of knowledge without purpose or industrial skill
without knowledge of the true relationship of life must be prevented.
(e) The mental attitude that working men have when they think of
Public Schools.
1. They h ve the attitude of wanting for their children that
education which will enable them tc get into the professional or management
clrss for t vey think that life in those classes is easier. The men who
answered the ouest icnnaire voted that they were satisfied with the schools
as they now re and yet their boys who determine tc become industrial workers
turn, for their eduction, to other school courses. This ci n be explained
b;> the assumption that the army of working men are not so set on vocational
subjects as might appear, that they do not want their sens to become industrial
laborers. O^n the assumption be partially proved?
The following quotation bears the statement support: (1) "The
movement for industrial education in a ^ass. mill city was blocked
by trade-union officials who said that they were not interested in industrial
training for their children, but preferred them to study piano, drawing and
mi llinery ."
(1) Tead, C. , "Instincts in Industry," N.Y., Houghton - 1916. Page 30.
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The following question was asked of the 600 steel-workers.
IV
Do you wish for your children a better education than you were
permitted to obtain?
:yes : no :void : f> yes : % no : /o void
Foremen : 173 : : 3 : 9F-1-- : i if
Srrmloyees : 191 : : 1 : 99? : : \
The writer might h-ve known exactly what answer he would re-
ceive to the above question. Yet what was in the rr.inds of most of those men
when they answered "yes" ? Six years experience among working men gives the
writer his answer.
itaboring men are reluctant tc lose the traditional idea that an
education for them would have me.^nt that they would not now need to be working,
that an education for their children will mean that those children will not
h-ve to work as hard as they have worked.
It is difficult to make the average worker believe that the member
of the professional or the management class work even harder, many of them,
than he does. Look at the results which came after asking the next question.
V
Is the life of the professional or management class easier than
the life of an industrial worker?
: yes : no : void : °p yes : % no : p void
Foremen ; 112 : 62 : 2 : 63^ r. Ufa I. I
Employees : 95 : 65 : 12 : 49-| : 44i : 6
Often the writer turned conversation with fellow workers into
channels relative tc the amount of work performed by the various classes in
order that he might get an idea as to what the worker thought, almost invar-
iably if the worker became aware of the number of years the writer had spent
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in school he would say: "Isll, if I hud yoar education, I wouldn't have to
work." Yet the writer knows that during the six years that he was engaged
in industrial work he was actually more free from the mental pressure of
fccisks-awaiting than when he was a teacher and was able, while an industrial
worker, to make more money.
2. The mental attitude working men have respecting the benefits
they themselves will get from public schools. They no longer sneer at the
advantage that an education gives for they know it is the educated member in
their midst who. gets recognition for them at the conference tables. They may
chide him for working with them, since they do not understand why he does
not c„re to be a member of the other classes, but they respect his education
bs never before.
The hours cf labor have been greatly reduced. The working men be-
lieve that hours will be further shortened.
VI
Will the hours of labor be further reduced?
: yes : no : void : % yes : /» no : % void
Foremen : 160 : 4 : 12 : 91% : 2j : 6
Employees : 175 : 11 : 6 : M-4 : 6 : 2^
Labor does not envy professional men for their short hours as it
used to, the working man's hours are shortened. L^bor is said to be digni-
fied, automobiles, good clothes, spending money are aiding in the process.
The working men know that an educated working class is responsible
for the betterment of working conditions a^d they expect the school to teach
them not only hov, to obtain better conditions but how tc spend their leisure
hours
•
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If) The mental attitude of groups toward: each other.
1. Laboring men feel inferior to the other groups. This is
evidenced by the answers received from the following question in the question-
naire sent out tc the men.
VII
Do most working men feel inferior to members of the professional
clsss?
"\ yes : no : void : >o yes : % no : p void
Foremen : 128 : 47 : 1 : 72^ : 26^ : 1
Enployee« : 102 : 83 : 7 : 53^ : 43{. : 3
Half of those who were asked the question above were foremen and
as such members of management. Phis fact must not be forgotten when any of
the answers are examined. In the cse of this particular question it will be
observed that the foremen by their vote assert that a feeling of inferiority
exists, ~nd that the men by their votes acknowledge the feeling among them.
This inferiority is evidenced in many ways and was often observed
by the writer. V.orking men always went to wash up and dress up when they are
summoned to the office. They hesitate to greet friends when clad in dirty
clothing and espied on the job. In industrial conferences they tend to talk
in an unnatural and stilted manner, not like they do when they are on the job.
This feeling of inferiority is psssing slowly away. The chairman
of the main body of employee representatives ( an organization which repres-
ents before management the several thousand employees of the Colorado Fuel
and Iron Company) remarked to the writer that members of the body of repre-
sentatives no longer sneer at their educated members who address them. .Vork-
ing men used to show contempt for the good language employed by an educated
•
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fellow probably because they wanted to cover up their own feeling of
inferiority
•
r"hat the schools are partly responsible for this inferiority
complex, and that part which they have taken in fostering' it, is a subject
discussed a little later.
2. The professional and management groups feel superior to working
men. The writer asked the men to whom the questionnaire was sent to
corroborate the above statement and the result is below.
fill
Do nost members of the professional or management class feel
superior to members of the working class?
: yes : no : void : % yes : t o no : ,o void
Foremen : 112 : 60 : 4 : 65x : 34 : 2-J-
iSmployees : 170 : 19 : 3 : 88 - : 10^ : 2
The foremen acknowledge that the group to which they belcng feels
superior. At the same time, the working men are very sure that a feeling
of superiority exists.
The writer will illustrate this feeling of superiority from an
incident in his own experience. A study of subject matter in this thesis
led the writer into places ( libraries, etc.) and before men ( industrial
executives and others) where explanations as tc why books or material was
wanted had to be made. Conversation frequently led into such channels that
the extent of the writer's educution( schooling) was revealed. Almost
invariably his ability to handle the thesis matter was uiscounted when it
was discovered that his work in the steel mill was manual labor and that he
was in no way a member of management.
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It seems to be the concensus of opinion, in all three groups
that manual labor requires no intelligence, that because one wears dirty
clothes he is necessarily ignorant, uneducated, of a low degree of intelli-
gence.
Those unacquainted with the writer, meeting him at industrial
conferences, seemed to take it as a matter of course that he was an official
in management, ^university professor, nationally known, who was sent to
i'ueblo by Mr« Rockefeller to do a special work said to the writer: "In what
executive capacity are you employed?" On being acquainted with the facts
he said: "How do?s it come that en e with your ability is employed in such
manner?"
3. Are schools to blame for this feeling of superiority whi ch is
manifested in professional and management groups? This question was asked
in the questionnaire with the following result.
IX
A.re schools tc blame for any feeling of superiority existing in
professional or management classes?
: yes : no : void : % yes : % no : % void
Foremen : 94 : 64 : 18 : B3^ : 36-^ : 10
employees : 66 : 122 : 4 : 34-jr : 63~v : 2
The foremen answer that the school is to blame by a 53 percent
majority. The employees reply that the schools are not to blame with a
63 percent majority. It is difficult tc account for the difference in
opinion, perhaps schools are not altogether but only partly to blame.
They are not tc be blamed in the fact that they emphasized
avocational training in the past when vocational training was not thought
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of and so set up a standard of avocational superiority but in that they are
quite often not willing to tear down that, standard in a new age. Our per-
spective must change if the school is tc be the source of education which it
should become.
Schooling must no longer be looked on as a life leading to ease
and plenty, defined as a method of giving one man an advantage over another,
so that one may feed upon the results of another's labor and rest because of
sweat on i. brother's brow. The best education will have a higher aim than
to give one an advantage over his fellow.
The psychology which hcs helped to foster the feeling is expressed
in this quotation: ll) "A notion exists that education teaching to ~L bor is
for the son of the other fellow." Another writer went so far as to say:
(2) "In the public schools the child does not and should not le^rn to be a
worker, then is the time tc play." This psychology is wrong. The very fact
that the professional class and the management group want to be spoken of as
'working men' is an admission that the views regarding labor are changing.
Heligion used to tnink of Heaven as a place where we would be freed
from labor fcr all time and we used to sing: "^very day will be Sunday by
and by." No wise man, today, has such a conception of an ideal Heaven,
•ase men want work.
All men have the right, however, to a sk to be freed from blind
drudgery born of igncrance, which education of the right sort assures. Hduca-
ticn will lessen the total of work called drudgery by the means of mechanical
indention but will permit no man to dodge his fair share of the work which
must be lone. Nor will education raise a standard of superiority over those
(1) Dean, A. D. , "worker and the State," N.Y., ''entury - 1912 Page 14
(2) GonanonSj J. "Industrial Goodwill," N.Y., -cGsaw Hill and Go.-1909
Page 132
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who do no work rather it will condemn their.,
(g) Ethical Standards.
The laboring men, in the future, will not even work eight hours.
Vhat will they ti ink, do, when they are not working? ^vocational e ducation,
which includes ethical training, they must have since it will determine what
they will do during their lengthening recreational periods, make them safe
for society. If they have no education except vocational then outside of
working hours they will be derelicts on a sea uncharted, without sails,
rudders, or compasses, forces of destruction, menaces to society.
^vocational training without an ethical content has been tried and
proved to be ur satisfactory. V«e rust not only teach ethics but the ethical
standards taught in our punlic schools must be strengthened and stressed,
^any leaders believe we have become weak here. The general prevalence of
youth crime seers to be sufficient evidence that something is wrong with the
usual procedure. For many years the old fashioned ( as we have deemed it)
importance of morality I or dare we s.iy religion) has not been taught.
The two following questions were -sked in the questionnaire.
VA
Should moral education be taught in the schools?
: yes : no : void r./b yes : no : % void
Foremen : 158 s 17 : 1 : 89^ : 9§ : 1
Employees : 171 : 9 : 12 : 89 : *| : &k
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XI
should religious education be taught in the schools?
: yes : no : void : 'jo yes : ;o no i/o void
Foremen : 94 : 80 : 2 : 55^ : 453r : 1
Employees : 107 : 81 : 4 : 55| : 42§ : 2
The resulting answers after question X were expected for we knew
that laboring men agree in their own circles that something is wrcng with the
mcral cede of youth today, that a lar^.e number of your," folks are heading in
the wrong direction.
The answers following number XI were a surprise to the writer who
thought the noes would have it by a great majority. It is veil to remember
that these men probably came from every common faith , or creedal religion,
"lso that the question was given exactly as stated vnth no qualifications as
to the le-iving out of any doctrine, etc.
It must be that working men are re-.lly awake to the dangers which
will confront any generation not educated morally and religiously.
Tha ideals of religion are changing. No more is religion so much
a matter of keeping laws. The most religious are thought of as being those
who render the most service to society.
In rendering service one finds happiness. Happiness will be found
by those who are educated in a. reconstructed public school system which teaches
the religion of service. It has been very well put in the following: ( 1
)
"In the past our education has largely been consumer education, but now the
beginnings of producer education are apparent. Education was formerly con-
ceived as being primarily for culture, obtained through a thorough acquaint-
anceship with the classics; now it is conceived ss being for service." The
(l) Payne, l« i?1 *, "Organisation of Vocational Guidance, " K.Y., McGraw
Page 216
- 1925,
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greatest amount of happiness will always arise from doing well the common
things of life, in being of service.
Section II
Experience
schools should be ir.ore practical ana less theoretical. ..hen
we say: "Schools should be more practical," we mean that they should teach
courses in such a manner that laboratory experiences will be provided as
well as textual theory, that schools should be less content with textbook
knowledge. We asked the working men and foremen what they thought about
theory or experience as to relative value.
XII
Which is the most valuable theory or experience?
: theory : exp. • : void :% theory : % exp . : % void
Foremen : 48 : 112 : 16 : 27? : 63^ : 9
Employee! : 30 : 156 : 5 : 15^ : 81 : 3^
Children come out of the schools with stores of information but
without an advantage thot can be gained only from personal experience in
real life.
..hen a young man leaves school this experience he must begin to get.
His education having been largely liberal he is forced to tell the employ-
ment manager, in answer to: n$h&t can you do?" : "Nothing."
Even when schools measure up to practical ideals, as far as possible,
the working man will h.ve to learn a good deal from experience after he goes
to work. One writer puts it: (l) "^uch of our education comes from association
and that the best of it cores in no other way."
(l) Davenport, E., "Education for Efficiency," Boston, D. 0. Heath and Go. -
1909. Page 16.
I#
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(b) Schools and Industry must consider capacity.
If experience is to count for the most the individual in industry
must be found in that department where he shows the greatest aptitiide. It is
necessary then that we consider capacity* The capacity for profiting by
experience is what makes a ran skilled. Different men have different decrees
of capacity , also they will become skillful with experience in some lines
of endeavor and retrain backward in others because of different kinds of
caraci ty.
1 .pacity results largely because the individual had his particular
parents. Vith the same amount of experience one man is a better worte r in a
certain line because he has a greater inborn capacity for that line of work.
No amount of experience will alter capacity. The writer knew a rail-road
engineer, witn thirty years experience, who could not le&rn to drive his own
automobile and his wife always drove their car. This man should not have
followed rail-ro^d engineering since it was very evident that he possessed
no mechanical Capacity, (l) "The fundamental capacities of an individual
are modified but little by training. Training simply gives him the tools
with which to work."
With experience the dull do not lose dullness but the fast workers
are even more speedy, capacity is not changed. Ability cannot be h^d in
any line of work when the general capacity is low, experience cannot make
one efficient.
The old apprentice systen ought to be done away with for no other
reason than because it does not ccnsider capacity. (2) "The apprentice system
(
"I ) Laird, D. A., "Psychology of "electing ^en," Bf.T., *-cGraw - 1927. Page 69.
(2) Tead, 0., "Instincts in Industry," N.Y., Houghton - 1916. Page 47.
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has proved ill-adapted tc modern conditions." ivery boy who enters the system
is ground through the sane mill* Apprentice wages are very low and standard
as though all were worth just so much in barter and trade. .*e asted the men
if these wages were high enough.
XIII
Are apprentice wages high enough?
: yes : no : void : p yes : % no : p void
Foremen : 25 : 111 : 38 : 14 : &s£ : 22^
Employees : 90 : 96 : 6 : 46 1 : 50 : 3^
XIV
I'oes the apprentice system appeal to an intelligent boy?
: yes : no : void : % yes : $ no : % void
Foremen : 66 : 96 : 14 : 38 : 54$ : V$
Employees : 140 : 47 : 5 : 721 : 24; : 3
Schools should easily show superiority over apprentice systems
for they r.re schemes which do not appeal to a boy with red blood in his veins.
In 1926 the committee on Recreation and Education, of which the writer was
secret -ry, attempted to formulate a new apprentice contract. It was impossible
to interest men or management in features which were desirable. The committee
finally drew up a new contract in which were found most of the old weaknesses
ana but litile progress had been made. This apprentice contract, as all
others, does not take into account capacity or ability at hand to begin with.
Capacity and intelligence are almost synonomous words. Perfect
tests for finding out intelligence will probably never be discovered but they
all aim to uncover capacity or the possibility of capacity so the terms must
be nearly alike in meaning*
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Capacity is I to a large extent, how large is not exactly known,
no doubt it is a variable factor) inherited. It may be shown in one line
of work and not in another, lfost psycholos-i sts are in agreement with the
last two statements and they ore set forth in the view held by Dr. D. A.
Laird throughout his book on "The Psychology of Selecting Len" excepting
in the close of his fourth chapter where we find these astonishing words:
(l) "In India the natives have an oppressive caste system. If the religious
discrimination is eliminated, the social ostracism, and the denial of the
equality of opportunity , there is much justification for an industrial caste
system. Occupational capacities are obtained from one's ancestors, and their
purs it would probably operate for the best interests of the individual and
of society. In spite of this a highly efficient loom worker is found, with
generations of skilled loom weavers before him, saving and stinting that his
boy may be educated to be an attorney, a physician, or a clergyman."
We see in Dr. D-ird's quotation wh^t an end may be arrived at if
one is not careful in his reasoning. Let us analyze his statement.
-Jili^-inate from the Caste system in India what Dr. Laird would elim-
inate and there is no caste system left such as he would foist upon America.
To preach an industrial caste system is to advocate that which breeds anarchy.
Following such a system would h^ve condemned Abraham Lincoln to a life of
frontier farming. Occupational capacity is not inherited from one's ancestors
and possibly overlooking that fact led Dr. Laird to make his statement.
Professor Laird's chapter, in its early parts, had led us to agree
that capacity is probably (to a large extent) inherited. But general capa-
city and occunat ional capacity are two different matters. .Ve cannot believe
th' t occupational capacity is inherited to any great degree.
(l) Laird", D. A., "Psychology of Selecting Len,'' N.Y., LcGraw - 1927
Page 69.
•
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Capacity combined with experience will make a nun skillful in any
line which see^s fundamentally to require the same innate capability.
.»ould -Dr. laird's experience as a psychologist make his son better fitted to
be a psychologist'.' From the loon weaver the son may have inherited a capa-
city of skilleu fingers that will make him the most skillful surgeon in the
whole world, «hy condemn him then to a life of weaving. A great sculptor
found, quite by accident, a little boy molding images in clay at the mouth
of an Illinois mine. He took him to his studio, and this miner's son is
now one of the world's greatest masters in molding children's features in
clay. Dr. Laird would have said: "this boy must be a miner because his
father is one." Capacity is dependent on more than the occupation of one's
forebears. Yet the value cf experience depends to a large extent upon general
capacity to absorb its lessons.
(c) The opporH;ni ty fcr experience.
farters in a small chop will gain rrore experience as a part of
their education, than those in a larre industry because labor in a small shop
is not so much piece work. Bipa rience gained in employment is small now
(r-enerally speaking) in comparison to what it used to be. Now the majority
of men re employed by r.'reat corporations where the employee has little
opportunity to show his ability. Therefore to put a boy in the Colorado Fuel
and Iron Company, it being a large corporation, is in u sense to hobble him.
The schools miss an opportunity if they do not show boys, before they enter
industrial life, that the field of labor is broad, that there is little choice
after choice of position is made. The schools must know a boy's capacity
and help him to find without trial-by-error methods what place he can suit-
ably fill.
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.•'ork in a large mill is largely piece work and not much experience
is gained from the doing" of it. Boys who have learned a trade in the steel
mill "get by* (as the men say) with great difficulty outside and have to un-
learn much that they have learned and learn much that is new in order to
succeed. For exsmple, ?he brick rcssons in the mill are union masons affili-
ated with the union men outside although many of them have never laid a brick
cn the outside. Then the mill shuts down these masons often try to find
work outside snd m .rr; of them have told the writer that trey were unable to
held a .icb. That a rason lerns more about his trade working for a snail
contractor is further evil "need by the f;ct taat masons from the outside
usually have a 'pension' (as the men call an easy tiire) inside the mill and
are usually successful.
9t bear it said quite often, and it is frequently written into
print, that the corporations do not need as much skilled labor as they used
to require, fne following question was asked of the men who received the
questionnaire
.
XV
Does industry need as many skilled workers as it did twenty yeirs
ago?
: yes : no : void : ;o yes : % no : % void
Foremen : 116 : 56 : - : 67v : 32^ :
Employees : 139 : 46 : 5 : 72- : 25 : 21-
The answer given by the majority of the men 4s probably corr-ict.
students who make a study of the question are quite liable to conclude that
because tv<a men, whom they usually see at work, are piece workers the skilled
worker has vanished* It is true that the mechanic 'generally-skilled' by
•
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experience is not often needed in these d*ys. Nov? we have a small army of
men who are skilled along special line? of work, -heir experience is a
"limited experience "but a trained one, very necessary to the turning of indus-
trial wheels.
The writer believes, after six years' industrial labor, that
industry needs more skilled workers than ever before. Schools must not only
discover a boy's capacity but they must prepare him with specific not general
experiences
.
Id) Interest in gaining experience.
'The matter of interest in learning experience should not be over-
looked. ID " - - - - present day methods of factory production offer little
stimulation or satisfaction ." The average worker does not seem to be
interested in the task of le crning frorr experience. The lack of interest
is not due to the wage system nor is it due to exploitation as acme believe
but it is due to the fact that modern factory organization destroys creative
desire, individual initiative, by excluding the workers from any enjoyment
in creative exneri^nce.
The statement* of the preceding Paragraph ar^ verified by many
industrial v?riters and the writer of this thesis can recall conditions or
happening! 'which show that they are factual. Suggestion boxes were put up
through th3 mill where the writer worked, placed among about six thousand
men, and then t^ken down, why were the boxes removed? Because the men had
no good suggestions to make? They were taken down because the men being
credited with very few of the adopted suggestions stopped making suggestions.
-vUite often Suggestions were adopted several months after some workman had
(l) Teau, C., "Instincts in Industry," K.Y. Houghton - 1916. Page 44
»
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maue them and the credit given to some executive. It must he remembered
that this was not dene by the corporation as a body but by individuals in
management
•
If one gains the confidence of working men he will be told quite
frankly, by most of them, that management steals suggestions made by the men.
The writer included the following question in the list sent out so that some
basis of proof for the l^st sentence might be had.
XVI
Are good suggestions, made by employees, stolen by the management?
: yes : no : void : % yes : i no : % void
Foremen : 112 : 56 : 8 : 63-V : 3*| : 5
Employees : 168 : 21 : 3 1 87-| : 1C-I : 1
Attention should be called to the fact that the foremen, members of
management, are in agreement with the employees. It is not to be wondered
that men, who feel as these men feel, take little interest in any opportunity
to benefit by experience.
The answers to the next question which was asked provided either a
boomerang or the question was misunderstood.
XVII
Does the average man value sufficiently the benefit of experience?
: yes : no : void : % yes : ,o no : % void
Foremen : 112 : 61 : 3 : 63^ : 341 - : 2
^cployees : 114 : 70 : 8 : 5£| : 36 l- : 4
The writer believes the men did not understand the question, for
which he takes all the blame. Probably they were weighing in their minds the
relative value of theory and experience. Llost working men, especially the
older, are to^hy-on the subject of theory versus experience and lean over-
•»
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hard on experience never having hud much theoretical training, or opportun-
ity to get it. This would explain the answers.
The following condition shows that working men do not value suffi-
ciently the benefit of experience. There is a very common, generally used,
unprintable expression which working men use to express their lack of interest
in a job. The writer purposely talked about this expression to old workmen
who had been all over the United states working and they all told him that
the use of the expression, as a means to show disinterestedness was common
everywh3re. The writer's personal opinion, to be taken at whatever value the
reader wishes, is that of interest men show in wanting to get experience is
appalling.
(e) experience alone not enough.
Very little training for leisure hours can be had through experience.
If our schools function properly Americans will be sufficiently educated for
recreational hours but what of the mass of foreigners who some to our shores
uneducated vocationally or avccationally who receive practically all of their
education through the sources of experience or association with fellow workers?
They receive little education for leisure hours suited to the needs of our
democracy. Uneducated, as they largely are, in our standards or our ideals,
they constitute a menace to our society. 'The next question asked was:
XVIII
Should foreigners be corrpelled to go to school?
: yes : no : void : % yes : % no : cjo void
Foremen : 175 : 1 : 9j : 99^ i \ :
Employees : 178 : 12 : 2 : 92^ : 6 | : 1
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Our government shoxild probably demand, that certain attendance
and progress at schools be part of continued living in this country,
(l) "That the ind grants should become .Jierican is but small compensation
for what America has done for them."
As hours of labor are shortened the value of education from other
sources than experience increases. The question of admitting into our
country those who h.:.ve education in no field but experience only becomes
d ore important. In order to ascertain what working men think about the
entiance of foreigners into this country the two following questions were
placed in the questionnaire.
XIX
Should immigration be farther limited?
: yes : no : void : p yes i p no : p void
Foremen : 160 : 9 : 7 : 9 0% : 5 V : 4
Employees : 180 : 10 : 2 : fS| : 5^ : 1
XX
Should there be educational requirements for entrance into this
country?
: yes : no : void : p yes : ,y no : to void
foremen : 175 : : 1 : 99| : : -§-
.employees : 175 : 12 : 4 : 91-| : 6-£- : 2
The foreigners usually drift into our large cities where mass
production is the principal aim in view. In our large factories their educ-
ation from experience will be small.
(l) Oomrcns, J. R., "Industrial Goodwill," N.Y., fclcGraw Fill and Go. - 1919.
Page 130.
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It has been said that we have night schools for the foreigners.
Night ^schools are not satisfactory for several reasons. With little excep-
tion they only teach the tool subjects and do not prepare for leisure.
They are not wsll attended in the industrial city of Pueblo, Colorado.
.Ve conclude that more actual experience must be brought into our
schools. Cur children should net be lacking in all experience and ;uave
lothing but theory in the line of work they will probably follow. Modern
industry does not offer much in the way of experience nor does it take much
heed of capacity and the schools should point out the broad field of labor
giving a regard to capacity. Neither will industry arouse much interest
in experience therefore the schools should provide interest by pointing out
the many possibilities for the exercise cf capacity. Foreigners sho\ild be
nude to obtain other education than that gotten through experience and night
schools.
Section III
Fellow Workman
Little has been written about the education that a vc rker receives
frorr. association with his fellow but we know that it is no small part of his
total education. Association with his fellow working men has an influence
upon an r
.
individual avocat ionally and vocationally, morally and for efficiency
in the task.
As in t>e matter of education through experience we find that a
worker learne more from his fellows if he enters a small shop. There he will
receive a more varied instruction. If all of the children who become industrial
workers could go into STall industries, as industries used to be, our vocational
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problem would be 1* rgely solved. It is because the small manufacturing
plants are nearly gone and the workman in the large corporation is in no
position to impart a general vocational "knowledge to the new comer that the
broader high school curriculum is necessary. The workman in a large in-
dustry cannot give technical knowledge when he does not himself possess
it or often need to use it.
la) The decreasing vocational influence in association.
The last part of the preceding paragraph furnishes the basis for
a belief that vocational education through the medium of association on the
job is decreasing. Working for a large corporation means, in a sense, that
one is a member of a large group whose movements are directed by a foreman
who treats the members as though they were blind and deaf automatic machines.
This is not a reflection cast at foremen, it is an outgrowth of the indus-
trial system. In a large factory where the work is nearly all routine there
is small need for discussion about the work in hand. Piece work does not
Call for conversation relative to the work that is being done. Since the
majority of laboring men work for large industrial organizations our coning
generation will receive little in the way of vocational training from associa-
tion with their fellows.
(b) The avocational influence is increasing.
On the other hand, since working men usually keep up a constant
flew of conversation, if they do not talk ^bout the job they will talk of
other matters. In the small factories the job before the men became a subject
for continued conversation. In the larger factories association with one's
fellows is becoming an important source of education for leisure hours. The
conversation between men who are doing piece work is usually social. And so,
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with the importance of fellow association as an avocational source of educa-
tion increasing because of the establishment of centralized industrial sys-
tems: what kind of avocational influence are working men having' upon one
another.
1. The influence upon foreign born working men. Foreigners
especially obtain a large part of their education from association with
fellow workers, .'/hat do they learn first? I^ost of them swear first in our
language, learn first to make those vile motions which accompany our vile
talk. The men who answered the questionnaire support this view-point.
Do foreigners learn first to swear in English?
: yes : no : void : % yes : % no : to void
Foremen : 129 : 40 : 7 : 73jv : 22-* : 4
Employees : 162 : 1G : 12 : 64'r : 9^ : 6
Moat of the avocational training that the foreigner gets comes to
him through contact with his fellow workers. From them he gets that which
influences him for good or evil outside working hours. It seems to the
writer, as he thinks back over six years of experience with working men,
that this source of education is often for the worse. The foreigner takes
the advice and follows the example of native Americans too much to his harm.
2. The influence of American working men upon each other.
American working men not only exert a frequently bad influence upon foreigners
but they quite commonly influence each other to the same end.
The average man, outside of industry, has little conception of the
general use of evil conversation inside the mills. These two questions were
placed in the questionnaire.
•
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XXII
Do men swear more while at work than at other times
:. yes : no : void : P yes : ,o no : % void
Foremen : 131 : 41 : 4 : 741r : 23i : 2
Employees : 150 : 40 : 2 :
XXIII
78^ : 20| : 1
Is swearing, while at work, common among industrial workers?
: yes : no : void : /» yes : ,o no : /j void
Foremen : 162 : ,12 : 2 : 92 : 6fc « li
Employees : 174 : 10 : 6 : 90| : Mr : 4
The problem of raising the morals of working men, viewed educa-
tionally, is almost an origrin::l study. The writer has been unable to find
textbooks that shed any light upon the subject. Only one who has been iiiside
a large factory for a period of ye. rs really understands the situation, t'any
workers who swear constantly inside the mill and use the most obscene lang-
uage are men who never offend the best of society with their speech outside
and quite often these men are religious leaders. Some men seem to have
developed a corrupt vocabulary for work-use while others use the same type
of speech inside or outside of the plants. .Vhile the language is habituated
it makes little difference so far as the influence it makes is concerned.
That this kind of talk is common and general in industry is borne
out by th-? following incident which has been corroborated by the questionnaire.
The writer was conversing with a working man , who has worked in most of the
big plants of the countr;;, relative to the subject of evil talk and the work-
man ssid: "Do you remember when the war was on that this kind of talk was
heard in all of the camps? The preachers heard it for the first time, because
•
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they were sent to the carps, and they were united in the opinion that it was
an evil attendant upon the war. Those chaplains did not know that that talk
was common in all of the industrial plants and that the boys only took their
every day language to canp with them,' 1
In order tc find whether this view on the use and prevalence of
bad language was shared by others the following question was placed in the
questionnaire
.
XXIV
n/as swearing as general before the war as it is now?
: yes : no : void : to yes : % no : /0 void
Foremen : 117 : 56 : 3 : 663 : 5l£ : 2
Employees : 174 : 15 : 3 : 901- : ?£ : 2
XXV
Considering 100 average working men estimate how many never
swaer while at work.
: less : more : no est- : ^under : 70 over : % not est-
than than imate 10 10 iraating
Foremen : 142 : 22 : 12 : 80j s 12^ : 7
Employees : 150 : 30 : 12 : 76 : 1&| : &*-
The answers to these two Questions show that swearing is common
and that it is not an after war development.
This kind of language, a little good English mixed with a great
many English oaths and a vile arrangement of Anglian words, is not spoken
ordinarily with any deliberate intent to be itr.-oral. It should be said to
the credit of the men that they are rather u.imoral in its use. The writer
bears witness to the inner goodness of working men by declaring that during
the six years spent among them he talked about religion with many of them and
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that ho never talie a with ono who did not willingly take the natter of
religion seriously.
flfo hate found: That shorter hours of labor are making education
for leisure more important. That with our present form of massed production
men are influencing each other more in a social way during the work period
since the nature of their tasks usually demand little attention to tre work.
That this social stimulation which follows working men from their labor is
usually supplied by suggestions imparted in speech which is heard while the
men are on the job. That this speech, being quite often obscene, usually
exerts an evil influence.
Section IV
Management
Shat part does management play in educating the worker?
Ohapter three is a discussion of some of the qualifications for
management and some parts of that chapter will give additional support to
this section.
la) management's idea of service.
It is well known that all progressive corporations put great
sums of money annually into channels which are calculated to e ducate the
working men into a sympathetic understanding of the policies, problems and
airrs of the -ranagenent.
There are two main reasons why this program is necessary, ^ne is:
most of the corporations must offset the propaganda of those who ore opposed
to a centralized privately organized, privately directed, and privately owned
industrial system. Another is: some corporations have adopted the doctrine
of service and are seeking for the good of working men first and then for
profits.
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That a majority of working men do not endorse the last sentence
in the preceding paragraph is evident by the results which were shown in
answers to the following question.
XXVI
Considering 100 average corporations estimate how many think more
of profits than of service to humanity.
:between : between : between :between : no estim-
75-100 50-100 1-50 1-25 ate
Foremen : 51 : 117 : 40 : 26 : 19
ijmployees : 125 : 149 : 24 : 9 : 19
: percent : percent : percent : percent : percent
75-100 50-100 1-50 1-25 void
Foremen : 29 : 66i : 23| : 14§ : 10J-
Employees : 65^ : 77i : 12j : 4^ : &§
This attitude on the part of working men accounts for much of the
trouble found in Industrial ^elation Conferences.
The "iiemoranda of Agreement", containing the rules which govern
relations between man and management in the Colorado Fuel and Iron Company,
is a compromise. Labor and Capital cannot end conflict through compromise,
they can end conflict only by mutual understanding, to compromise is to raise
a flae* of truce and a truce cannot be permanent. Lien and management must
arrive at a mutual understanding or return to the fight, The writer believes
that workinr men are mainly responsible for the fact that after ten years
of compromise mutual understanding is not an established reality in the
Colorado Fuel and Iron Company.
This company, the writer believes, is a corporation which seeks
first to be of service to society. There are happenings which might be
related which would tend to show otherwise. There are individual men in
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management who do not believe in the doctrine of ser\ ; :3 and some cf them
are pr#tt$ v.ell up en the ladder cf executive power. Yet the predominating
spirit in management as a whole is actually one of service first.
Lany corporations are similarly minded now but they were not so
minded fifteen years ago. <Vhat brought about this change? Lost of the
credit belongs to the teachers of our public schools. The class room ideals
of several years past are beginning to bear fruit.
(b) T>s influence of the school upon management.
7/hen universities began a few years ago to preech new ideals of
democratic service prominent industrial leaders withdrew their support and
threatened dire revenge. Now industry has begun to see the worth' of these
principles.
During the last six ye-rs the Colorado Fuel and Iron Company
mcde rore changes in management personel than it made in the preceding forty
years. The trend has been to bring into this corporation young men and this
has been the policy in other corporations as well. Chicago University, which
is in truth an industrial organization, has put at its hesd a man in his
thirties. The *John*s -^ansville corporation has a new president who is only
thirty-five ye^rs old. These young men, and others that might be mentioned,
are not men who grew up with the corporations. With few exceptions they are
university men, just out of school a short tuai. They are guided more than
they realize by the ideals which the professors gave them in the class room.
Thus we see that the principles of service which we were taught only a few
years ago are becoming the controlling policies of industry.
The schoolmen of today are exerting a powerful influence for good
upon the industrial world through management. The majority of men in manage-
•
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ment are, for the first tin* in history, men educated in schools. Y/e have
come to realize the importance of management as a source of education for
working ^en, a channel through which the schools have only lately been per-
mitted to act.
(c) Management as the men see it.
.Ve h-ve looked at management from a broad viewpoint - now let us
look at it as the -average workman sees it. The man in management which the
workers usually see is called 'foreman', '"his foreman more nearly represents,
to the working man, a living picture of the body of the corporation than any
other person. It nukes little difference whether management wishes it so
or not. To tne majority of the workers the spiritual body of the corporation
is something intangible, far removed. If it were not so men would not pilfer
from the company, fences would net be necessary. Llost workers would net
think of stealing from their fellows or from their foremen, they could be
entertained in the home of Mr» <J. D. Rockefeller Jr. and not an article
would even be looked at with the thought of theft, but stealing from a corp-
oration is not thought of as theft. There is a firm belief that when you get
something through the gate and past the guards you have not stolen.
That the preceding paragraph and others to follow might have more
than individual weight the three following questions were asked the industrial
men. Examination of the answers will show that the men are in agreement with
the writer.
XXVII
Do you think that fences around an industrial plant ate necessary
as a stealing preventative?
:yes : no : void : ft yes : % no : jo void
Foremen : 162 : 14 : : 92 : 6 :
employees : 156 : 31 : 3 : 82* : 1$& : 1
%
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2X71 II
Estimate how many men out of 100 average working men would steal
from their foreman if they had the opportunity.
: between : between : between : between : no estimate
20-100 1-20 1-10 1-5
Foremen : 24 : 144 : 116 : 96
Employees : 74 : 107 : 95
Foremen
Employees
: percent
20-100
: V*
percent : percent
1-20 1-10
52
percent1-5
11
percent
void
81* 54* 4*
5*
: 65*
: 38* : 551- :• 49-% : 27A
XXIX
Estimate how many men out of 100 average working men think it all
right to fill their pails in the plant and get out with it.
Foremen
Employees
between
75-100
66
67
percent
75-100
between
50-100
102
104
percent
50-100
between
1-50
67
75
percent
1-50
between
1-25
36
49
percent
1-25
no estimate
7
10
percent
void
Foremen
Employees
46* : *
5*
: 57* : 36-* : 20*
45^- : 54* : 39* : 25*
The word corporation has nc concrete meaning, it oazmot be visual-
ized by most workmen as a group of individuals but the foreman can be seen,
he is the management representative. Therefore the only way that management
can make owrkmen see it as it wishes to be seen is by the careful selection
of foremen. Dr. k» F. Payne brought out this point when he visited the plant
••
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at Pueblo at the invitation of Lr. J. D. Rockefeller Jr., the principal
owner, yet the local management continued to keep in its employ foremen
who were probably doin^ the ccrrrany more harm than good. Instead of removing
these men a policy of foreman e ducation was set up which was not successful.
The Partial failure of the educational program was due to the fact that the
only qualifications deeded necessary for foremanship were intelligence and
experience, often intelligence was overlooked.
As stated before workmen are developing a new respect for the
intelligence which natural ability plus education gives. In order to have
some basis for an opinion as to which is estimated as being more important
we asked the following question.
XXX
Vhich do you think is most necessary - intelligence or experience?
:intell. : exper. ;Vcid : % intell. : % exper. : ',<> void
Foremen : 84 : 66 : 26 ' 47J-
;
371 ' 15
Employees : 72 : 66 '54 : 37^ ^34^ ' » 28
It will be observed that intelligence leads by a narrow margin.
It is rrobable that experience would have led only five years ago. '. change
is coding in the value concepts of working men.
But in a study of management qualifications more than two factors
Trust be considered. There are other qualifications to be borne in mind which
are more important perhaps than either experience or intelligence. It is to
describe these oualif ications that the third chapter is added to the thesis.
The spirit of the whole organization is a true reflection of the
foreman spirit. If workmen see in their foreman one who gets his money every
two weeks without putting forth any effort .either mental or physical, then
they will ao no more than they have to do to 'get by'.
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Pondering how a group of working men and a group of foremen would
react to the following question it was included.
XXXI
Estimate how many foremen in a grcup of 100 work as h^rd( mental
labor considered) ~s the men working under them.
between
75-100
Foremen 86
between
50-100
loe
Employees : 76 : 91
: between
1 -50
: 50
: 93
between :no estimate
1-25
33
: 54
: 8
: percent : percent : percent : percent : percent
75-100 50-100 1-50 1-25 void
Foremen s 49f : 6fi . : 34 : 1&§ : 4-|
Employees : 39% : 48 : 4fi§ : 28
It is evidently known by the foremen themselves that a large pro-
portion of their numbers are shirkers. Ehe working men are not a great deal
more severe in their judgment than the judged group.
It must be remembered that the foremen set the example. If they
show little interest in the tasks to be jjerformed the workers are not inter-
ested, m&ke no suggestions of vjlue, learn no better methods of proceedure.
^en ana foremen realize the loss which results to a corporation
because of the wrong kind of foremen, i'he answers tc the m xt question show
their estimate of }0ss.
XXaII
Given ten men and a lazy foreman estimate the percent output is
lowered because the foreman is ""azy.
: lowered : lowered : lowered •- lowered: lowered : void
over -J- over } over l/5 over 1/10 less l/lO
Forerren
Employees
: 38
: 26
: 166
: 146
166
153
: 166
: 164
10
22
•
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.•percent : percent : percent : percent : percent : percent
over i over \ over l/c over 1/10 less 1/10 void
Foremen
2rrr>] oyees
: 2lf : 941 i $4§ : 94§ : : 5|
: 13} : 76 : 79i : 85^ : 31^ : 1*§
The table explains itself "but it ^ay "be noted that foremen
estimated a great s ltant loss than the employees, also that the foremen
are in a position to know better -what the loss really amounts to.
There are a great many good foremen hut the group as a whole could
be greatly improved if mors attention were given to selection. The working
man learns a great deal from his foremen and quite often what he learns is an
education of the wrong sort. He learns for instance to believe that it is
all-right to 'put out' as little as possible, that quitting time is the one
event to be looked for, a common expression is t ".That are you waiting for,"
and the answer is just as common, either: "Quitting time" or "Pay day".
which educators may educate working men. That the importance of this source
has not been recognized, especially in the field of foremen selection. That
men and management must come to a mutual understanding which it is the
business Of schools to teach.
In conclusion we may say that management is a new source through
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a oci\
t3Id:;raticn of
three phases cf imvstrux, eduga.tioh
Chapter Two
3on.e Principal Motivating Factors Affecting
The Lives Of Industrial .Vorkers
Introduction
Some motivating influence enters into all conduct of whatever
kind, (l) "Back of every thing we do is a cause in the form of that vital
push, "blind instinct, more or less educated to rational efficiency."
We cannot often locate the impulse. We say that it is restless-
ness or that an intangible force called virility is the csuse. (2) "Educa-
tion fives the direction and form to one's acts, but the reason for one's
acting at all, the primary force that prices things go, the real motive power
for all conduct, is found somewhere deep down below the surface in these
instinctive impulses."
Further, the more educated a man is the harder it becomes to trace
out in his actions the underlying motives causing them. If blind motive or
instinct lej.d him he is an ignorant man hardly worth our study. The men in
whom the influence of these ©motions are best studied are the average intell-
igent average educated man. Probably working men fit conditions as nearly
ideal as possible for such a study.
These motivating factors are seen in innate conditions determining
the bahavior of v.orking men. We study the motives that we may understand the
man. Conduct becomes more inte 1 ligible in the light of a knowledge of psycho
logical habits and predispositions.
(1) Bennett, H. 2., "Psychology and Self-Development , " Boston, Ginn - 1925.
Page 35.
(2) Bennett, H.E., "Psychology and C'elf-Developir.ent," Boston, Ginn - 1923.
Page 35.
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Instincts or impulses are in themselves neither food or bad.
Education makes their good or bad as they are used to form the character
of their possessor. It would be better that any emotional factor atrophy
through disuse than that its influence should be used in a degrading way*
The best education, then is that in which all motivating influences are so
olied that they enrich and ennoble the life of their possessor.
Education should make a study of these life urges if they expect
to „ccor:.rlish the best results in their fields, ll) "Clearly, therefore,
it becomes the function of the industrial psychologist not merely to invest-
igate methods of payment, the movements of the workers, and the length of
hours of his work, but also to attempt to improve the mental makeup of the
worker, to study his home conditions and to satisfy his native impulses,
sc far as they are satisfiable under modern industrial conditions where,
despite longer education and increasing culture, industrial specialization
tends to reduce him to the status of a small wheel working in a vast machine,
and towards which consequently he is apt to develop apathy or actual antagonism
since he is too often kept in complete ignorance of the nature of the machine."
(a) Fear should be minimized.
One cf the strongest influences affecting the life of a working
man is that of fear,
* new worker in a large industrial concern usually feels the im-
pulse first through the fear of physical danger, Pear may take a strong hold
upon him if he is sent to work in a high place as illustrated by the following
incident which the writer witnessed. A. new workman in a gang of boilerworkers
worked with his companions all day and at a height of one hundred feet. In
the morning he went up in the air without any show of fear, other matters,
ll) ^yers, J. 3., "Industrial Psychology," II. Y. People's Inst. -1925. Page 32
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perhaps his new surroundings, engrossed his attention. During the day the
novelty wore off, his attention turned to the height and for the first time
he noticed his position, .men quitting time came he was absolutely unable
to move down because of fear and when the others left him his fear was in-
tensified. No doubt he was fatigued after the day's work and fatigue gave
fear a chance to exercise an abnormal control over him since it lessened
his ability to control wrong emotions. Finally he was let down in a sling.
The following account is of another incident which the writer
witnessed. The floor of a mechanical shops building was ordered clear of
all men because a railroad engine was to be carried, by an overhead crane,
from one end of the shop to the other. An order was given to stand c!fe ar
and all men he^.rd it except a Mexican floor sweeper who did not realize his
rosition until he locked up and saw the giant engine a few feet above his
he-:d. He became so paralyzed with the influence of fear that he was unable
to move.
In time the fear of physical danger' atrophies , to a large extent,
in all men. 'The old men take chances. Accident statistics for the Colorado
Fuel and Iron Company show that nearly all the men who were hurt before the
company began teaching safety lessens were old employees. This mi grit tend
to show that fear of physical danger is a good influence but very probably
the old employee who has been educated to the new slogan 'Safety First' is
more safe without fear than the new employee who is fearful.
Another fear which influences the conduct of common laborers is
the fear of losing the job, of getting 'fired'. This fear is often seen in
an unnatural submission to foremen. Beneath this submission is usually found
a foundation of financial conditions. The workers know that they must work
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or dependent families will suffer since they have "been unable to save a
surplus. They fear also because whether their work is satisfactory or not
is a matter to he decided by a foreman who may he unfair in his judgment.
There is a form of fear found among skilled mechanics. It is
the fear of the consequence of appearing to know too much. Skilled men
naturally take pride in their ability and knowledge to perform tasks which
fall to their province. Often times the foreman over a group of skilled
mechanics is a man who was never a mechanic in his life in any line of
mechanical work. This foreman not only assigns tasks to his skilled workmen
but he presuir.es to dictate as to how the work shall be dene. When promotion
time comes this foreman will choose the man who shall step up and he may not
choose the man under him who has shown promise of best all round ability.
'The following question was submitted to the men.
XXIII
If 100 promotions were made how many would be made on the basis
of proven ability?
: between : between : between : between : void
75-100 50-100 1-50 1-25
Foremen : 48 : 67 : 57 : 42 : 52
Employees : 17 : 59 : 115 : 66 : 18
: percent : Toercent : percent : percent : percent
75-100 5G-100 1.-50 1-25 void
Foremen : 81% : 38 : 321 : 23r • 30
Employees : 6$ : 30^ : 59^ : 35^ : 9%
By the percentages of different answers it may be seen that men
and foremen know that a good many promotions are made on a basis other than
proven ability.
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The writer worked for four years with one machinist who was
especially influenced by the fear of appearing to know too much. The
workman in mind was a very conaci ent ious man who did his work, if permitted
to do it as he liked to do it, as accurately and as quickly as possible. He
feared his 'boss' because the foreman forced him to adopt slip shod methods
in order to get through and the worker knew that careless methods do not
pay. .»riting os this influence kr. C. Tead has said: (1) "Confronted, as the
worker often believes he is with the alternative of getting quantity tat the
expense cf quality) or of being discharged as a slow (if careful) worker,
the choice of quantity put through in 'slap-dash' fashion is inevitable, since
this choice mems a job and a living."
The writer, a carpenter, in common with other skilled workers faced
this slap-dash system which is a reality. It is well known that M chanics
take little interest or pride in their work and management wonders why. Len
unconsciously fear whatever threatens to prevent the attainment of a desire.
Mob are sometimes 'fired' for knowing too much.
Then we have the old fear, general distrust, which the employees
have of the employer. This fear is not so strong as it used to be. Its chief
manifestations among the employees of the Colorado Fuel and Iron Company may
be found in the main body of employee representatives, a group of men regular-
ly elected from several thousand employees, which group comes into direct
contact with higher management. There is an under-current of fear in every
meeting of the employee representatives, it is fear that the company is try-
ing to 'put sometl ing over on us'. Management is aware of the presence of
this fear for it frequently states at the council tables: " '.7e are going to
(1) Tead, 0., "Instincts in Industry", N.Y., Houghton - 1918. Page 27.
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meet you more than half way."
In private conversation ir.cst of the employee representatives admit
that certain changes ought tc he made in the plan of cooperation but any
attempt to bring before the whole body of representatives a resolution that
the matter of change be taken before the joint conference is bitterly fought
and then it is that the old fear certainly shows itself. Some employee
representative always says: "Don't make any changes. The cor.pany is just
looking for an opportunity to make so'-e changes itself." There we see the
old fear crystallized.
Fear of any kind has less influence upon a healthy worker who has
a coirfortable home where there are few domestic worries, who carries a good
lunch pail and who is able to save a little of his wages. The Colorado Fuel
and Iron Company realizes this and it h„s a fixed policy for improvement of
cwrking conditions of every kind. Cne of the principal reasons why ISjr. J. D.
Rockefeller Jr. put his industrial plan into operation was hia desire to alia
fear. ..hen he addresses the body of employees in Pueblo several years ago
he said: "Now what have you men to complain about?" When no one answered he
continued: "0h t I see, ycu are afraid to talk." The Rockefeller plan is
supposed to make it impossible for a foreman to wrong a good working man .
Its committees on sanitation, health and housing, etc., were created for the
special purpose of bettering physical- and mental conditions.
In the year 1927 there were some rather serious industrial disorder
in the state of Colorado. The state industrial commission making its invest
igation took occasion tc criticize organizations where men and management
were operating under a cooperative union plan. This commission wrote into
their report, printed by the press, words to effect that men are better
•
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situated if they maintain a separate union. That this feeling is not shared
by the men is evidenced by the answers to the following question.
XXXIV
Do you think that an industrial cooperative plan is "better than a
separate union plan !
: yes : no : void : % yes : % no : % void
Foremen I 127 : 15 : 34 : 72| : Bt i 19
Smployees : 141 : 42 : 9 : 73* : 2li : 5
It may be concluded that if the influence of fear has no part in
motivation a worker wQl do more and better work, The absence of fear
determines the capacity of men for play, which is discussed in another part
of this chapter. ken who }ook at their work as though it were play will
be worth more to their employers. Then it beoomes the business of the school
to minimize this fear through the teaching of mental and physical health
standards
.
(b) The gregarious habit a socializing influence.
The gregarious impulse plays a large part in the life of modern
industry.
In its sirplicity gregarlousness expresses itself in an uneasiness
in isolation and satisfaction in being one of the herd. In industry it is
net strong as an influence directing labor against capital till managers and
superintendents begin oppressing labor, then the motive of fear calif forth
the gregarious impulse. It is the gregarious factor which brings into being
the Union.
Several ya&rs ago the Colorado Fuel and Iron Company, controlled
by the Rockefeller family, adopted such tactics in its dealing! with men
that the employees were filled with a great fear. They bended themselves
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together and a s trike resulted which was a blot on the pages of our national
history. Several were killed in encounters between men and soldiers and
one engagement was so sharp that it has been known since as the Ludlow
massacre. This situation created a frenzy of fear which made the gregarious
instinct very strong. By adopting new- policies and setting down statements
of these policies in a cooperative agreement called the Rockefeller Plan the
corporation set out to allay this fear.
Industrial psychologists have maintained that cooperative proceedure
would benefit both men una management. Is one writer expressed it: (l) "a
group instinctively protective in function can expand its function and become
a respectable partner in production only as its original reason for being
is fulfilled. V.hich means that labor groups will become responsible and
cooperative, not with exhortation, but by being assured decent minimum working
standards on a basis of which other interests can be attended to."
That the Colorado Fuel and Iron Company succeeded in quieting this
fear is evidenced in the following fact. The gregari ous impulse atrophied
to such an extent that the company was virtually able to destroy the unions
and erect a representative system which is a model of its kind. 3o far has
the gregarious spirit been eliminated that the employees, themselves, voted
to make it a part of the agreement that no man who was a member of the I. V«
could work for the Colorado Fuel and Iron Company.
The following question was included in the questionnaire because
there has always been discussion in industrial circles as to whether the men
were really ir. favor of the ruling against the I.
(l) Tead, 0., "Instincts in Industry," N.Y., Houghton - 1918. Page 152.
#
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Should working men ellow I. .V. H» *• to work with them.
: yes : no : void : % yes : % no : jjfc void
Foremen : 20 : 156 : : ll| : 86^ :
Employees : 53 : 131 : 8 : 27t : 685- : 4
The gregarious influence separates the men themselves into groups.
They are divided according to races and again by trades. A new comfort sta-
tion is builded but the Serbians will not move in because the negroes take
part possession, rather they will stay in old tumble-down shacks without
modern conveniences. The brick masons count themselves superior to other
classes of labor, probably because of higher rate of pay. Cut side the mill
the same influence is at work. Foreign elements localize themselves because
of its control. Different trades group themselves together in adjoining
streets in the same blocks.
This grouping, under the influence of the gregarious motive is often
harmful. It accounts for a great deal of our domestic unrest and is to be
discouraged when it divides peoples. & nation of people who tr.ink the same
thoughts, have the same habits and ideals is a united nation. Different
languages spoken by men in the same laboring group causes friction. The next
question was as follows.
Should foreigners be allowed to speak a language other than English?
: yes : no : void i )o yes : fa no : $ void
Foremen : 36 t 139 t I : 20§- : 79 t i
Employees : 72 : 119 : 1 : 5T| : : 1
Laboring men probably do not realize that their answers are based
on a gregarious spirit which other languages give catise for e xpression. And
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yet that spirit does exist not only in the foreigners but also in themselves
is evident in the resultant answers froir. this question.
Z2ZTII
V/hen Americans and foreigners both apply for employment do the
foreigners receive an unfair consideration?
: yes : no : void : % yes : % no : % void
Foremen : 149 : 21 : 6 : 84§- : llj : 4
Employees : 150 : 35 : 7 : 78^ : 18J- : 3
The ability of foreigners to get jobs ahead of Americans has often
been the basis of long passionate discussions, the writer has listened to
many of them. These arguments need not be set down here.
This motivating factor exerts a great influence for good in any
industry if it is used in the right way. It makes possible a safety campaign
by creating the desire to protect fellow workers. It leads one to regard
others and their interests as his own. It causes men to cooperate with
ethers so that great construction is j^cssible. If the impulse is strong
then government is an easy matter since respect for law is due to this in-
fluence.
The ability of an executive to play upon the strings of this
motive will largely mark him as a successful executive. The wise superin-
tendent uses this influence in making much of the harmony that exists in his
department and the poor superintendent by neglecting to make use of it causes
most of the unrest which exists in his department.
Public schools should not forget th?t man is a social being. In-
dividuals do net accomplish the big tasks but the work of the world is done
by groups working together. The success of th-3 group operation depends
upon harTCnious team work, prompted by the gregarious impulse, -chools play
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a large part in moulding the individualities of future working* men and so
must share in strife or unrest caused "by failure Of groups to cooperate
in business life.
(c) The acquisition spirit, good. and had.
In any country where civilization is well developed we h ve a
strGng spirit of acquisition. Lack of contentment in the m„ke-up of a
a
people results in an accumulation of capital. Oapital is/necessary condition
in the development of any civilisation. That kind of socialism which would
destroy this influence by its teachings is therefore not a desirable form
of government since it would destroy civilization. Socialism cannot flourish
well where all are possessed with at least a measure of capital*
Most of our working men hsve become capital minded tc the extent
that they are not so much opposed to capital as they used to be. A large
group of working men were asked this question.
XXXVIII
tre laboring men as much opposed to capitalistic combines as they
were f i fteen yearj ago?
: yes : no : void : % yes : % no : % void
Foremen: : 29 : 144 I 3 : l&k : Bl*} : 2
Employees : 36 : 148 : 8 : 18^- : 7?§ I 4
In their desire for the possession of capital working men are liable
to forget that they wished to keep it out of management's hands because it
was once considered an evil.
There is a verj present danger that this life impulse is going to
do the working men a great deal of harm. ..'e must give due regard for the
spirit of acquisition. This sentiment exercises the wrong kind of control
in the lives of many industrial workers as well as in the lives of some
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industrial owners, Too great a control for the reason that the motive urg-
ing acquisition is the wrong motive. It is commonly said: "He has acquired
enough of this «Vorld's goods therefore he had ought to he contented." The
thought in the mind of one who makes that expression la that of selfish
acquirement. He who has, associated with :-i strong impulse for acquisition,
another even stronger called the urge of sympathy cannot acquire too much
of this world's goods since al 1 of his gain is desired that he may he of
increased service to his fellows.
The whole trouble lies in a wrong motive. In order to gain the
most some of us would acquire without earning. 7/e asled 600 working men
the following question.
XXXIX
Out of 100 average working men estimate how many of them do not
w nt to give an honest day's work hut want to get by a: easy as possible.
void
foremen
employees
: between
75-100
: bo
; pe rcent
75-100
between : between : between
50 100 1-50 1 - 25
64
80
: 96
: 94
: 46
: 36
percent : percent : percent
50-100 1-50 1 - 25
Foremen
iircployees
: 30i 36i
16
18
pa rcent
void
9*. : 54^ : 27*
: 39-*r : 41 1 : 48-"f : 1&^ : 9
1
-
Cf 358 answers received over one-third were an estimation that
more than seventy-five men out of one hundred are concerned only in 'getting-
by*. Opinions differ but it is certain that many are interested only in a
scheme of capture whereby something is gotten for notling. (1) ".There the
motives of individuals who engage in industry is the desire to possess, the
'. l) I-"arot, Helen,
. "Creative Impulse in Industry," X.Y., E.P. Dutton
and Co. - 1926. Pas?e 14.

rational method of gaining possession is not "by the arduous way of work
>>ut capture."
When they refer to exploitation of wealth working men generally
mean tc speak of those whc own the most of it. Exploiting of wealth today
is indulged in as assiduously b; owriters as by owners. Getting the pay
check is a form cf acquisition, i'any acquire their checks with very little
effort as far as their job is concerned. It is the do-nothings who take the
most home in their pails, thus robbing the company in two ways, ken often
punch the clock for the sake of reward alone and acquire but one kind of
experience namely, that cf dodging tasks. ..lien clocks are punched men's
minds should be ahead on the job. If a man is interested only in the reward
of pay he carries away no desire to return and finish. It becomes easy to
understand why such remarks as these are ccm-ron: "'.Veil here's the jail",
on coming to work. "'.Vhat're you waiting for?" and the answer, "Three-thirty
(quitting time)." ".Vhat're you doing?" and the answer, "The company."
"Working?" brings a reply, "Don't insult me."
Taking advantage of the urge of acquisition the company holds out
rewards of two kinds. It offers a reward of wages, The corporations have
h^n mistaken in "believing that increased wages will mean increased production.
(lj " so-called 'efficiency experts' whose engineering training and
conseouently Techuni stic attitude lead their- rather to time-study the worker
as ff he were a machine, tc set hourly or daily tasks which an efficient
worker should he expected to perform, and to devise elaborate systems of
payment which, in their mistaken belief that prescribed tasks and proffered
bonuses are the main incentives to production, will induce the worker to
give his best." The reward of wages is the only one sought after by those
(l) --yers, Co., "Industrial -Psychology," H«T», People's Inst. -1925.
Page 28.
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who dislike their Jobs. It is peculiar that as wages increase efficiency
decreases. .<hy? because as wages are raised the wrong motive for acquiring
becomes stronger and the right motive weaker. It becomes, along with higher
wages, more important that one be better experienced in the art of dodging
tasks.
A second reward is that of promotion to those who fit in, which
always means to those who work hard and are docile. The workers who work
only for promotion are little better than the idlers. They usually w-nt
promotion not that they may give in service but that they may receive to
themselves the honor of not having to do anything any more. ?he writer
has known men who were s'ood workers until they were promoted but after
that they were of little worth. We should want both more wages and greater
responsibility in order that we might be of greater service to others.
Stealing cf time or material is done because men wish to acquire,
--any working men take from corporations all that they d^re take and can
get away with but they do not call that stealing. The writer, when he was
in the employ of the Colorado Fuel and Iron Company, had many tools yet
ver^ few- wore stolen because the men knew that they were his own personal
and private property, lay then do working men steal from the corporations?
It is admittingly done to a large extent. If these men were guests in the
home of kr. Rockefeller very few would think of taking a thing.
Again we must point to the wrong motive which drives the urge to
acquire. The men but imitate the members of management. The next
question in the questionnaire was this:
XL
Cut cf 100 average foremen estimate how many- plan to do only
enouch to 'get by*.
#
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Foremen
Employees
Foremen
"[TITp | p T7& * <5
: between
75-100
: 33
: 36
: rercent
75 - 100
; 1F-1-
: 19
between
50-100
40
47
percent
50-100
22-
24&
between
1-50
121
121
between
1-25
73
83
percent : 'percent
1 - 50 1 - 25
68:
63
41*
121-
void
15
24
percent
void
8
10
The selfish motive, it may be seen b; a study of the results of
this question, is in the spirit of the corporation. The men know it, men
and owners are guilty.
A system founded by owners and workers upon the proposition of
possessing for selfish purposes will exercise an imitation process, each
group will imitate ti.e other to see who can acquire the most and such a
system will uisintegr&te.
Capital is no longer thought of as being evil. If the motive
for acquiring can come to be one of acquiring for the possibility of
greater service instead of selfish possession, civilization will be further
blessed otherwise it will destroy itself.
Here is m opportunity for the schools. The world needs a new
view-noint, the next generation must >:~ve it, the schools should teach it.
Wo longer mst the individual think- in terms of family relationships alone
but he must visualize in hi? thinking processes a relationship to great
crcu-ns in business, a relationship to the world in the field of politics.
(d) Play a stimulus for '.vork.
That Industry, everything else being equal, will be the best
where the play urge is the strongest. The best work will be done
not through a sense of duty alone but wher-j therd is an element of play.
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' 1 ) " unless the modern industrial world c^n offer free play for our
normal creative impulses, it is weak ^nd unworthy at a vital point."
sense of uuty alone reduces a man to slavery.
.*nen one has found the work which suits him test it will not
seem so much like he is doing his work as it will appear that his work is
doing him. Juch a man will not watch the clock and during rest periods he
will be planning to do his vc rk "better. Men who work only wi th a sense of
duty will not invent. A-r. Rockefeller Sr. did not build his fortune from
a sense of dut; . -»s one writer put it: (2) "There are two attitudes
one the doing of things because of so^re obligation or necessity, and the
other the doinr* of them for other reasons." There is no play spirit in
work done with the sense of duty alone.
The Tack of play-spirit in work is not so much the fault of the
Ten, or because they are, so many of them, square pegs in round holes, as
it is the fault the -foremen. The writer while working in oae department
often ty» rforT.sd tasks si~ply because of duty. Because interest failed he
h..d to employ constant volitional effort in order to maintain the minimum
of requisite mental attitude. In another department, doing the same kind
of work, he was happy ana interested. Shut made the difference? In one
place he was never given responsibility, was not even consulted as to how
his work ought to be done. A foreman who had not ability to put simple
snelves in his own basement at home asked the writer to do it for him.
Yet this same foreman told the writer, a carpenter, not only to do jobs of
carpentering but how to do them and often insisted that they be done the
wrong way in order to satisfy himself.
(1) Tead, C , "Instincts in Industry," Bf«T« ,Poughton-1916 • Page £5.
(2) Oulick , Luther H«, "Mind and Work," N.T . ,Doubleday , Page and Co. -
1908. Page 194.
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It is not to be wondered at that this expression is common:
"Well what do you care as long as you get your check on pay-day?" The
play desire is easily killed and v;hen the workmen have no interest
,
they
do no more than they must. (l) "It least as important, then, as re thods
of payment is the mental atmosphere of the works, the character of which
is Isrgely dependent on manapement and leadership on the one side, or
loyalty ani cr^radeship on the other, and on the satisfaction of each
worker's instincts and interests, which are "by no means confined to what
^oney will buy for him outside the factory."
./hen a man works he is being driven. Shell he plays he is driving
himself. All working men enjoy being the roaster rather than being mastered
and the slave, it is more fun for them to do their best on a job than to
do a make shift.
i»-ost working men are driven of necessity to dc makeshift work.
In industry it is hurry, hurry, i»-anagem^nt may try in t hree ways to make
working men hurry. First: it may trv driving. That method has been largely
abandoned. Second: management may seek to induce the worker into doing
his best by establishing bonuses, a piece work system, incentives, or piece
rates. (All of these terms mean the same to working men although management
defines them differently.) This method is bcinp- extensively tried out at
present yet industrial psychologists are arreed that it can hardly succeed
and many have written in past years about the evils of a bonus system. About
piece rates on writer says: (2) " It is far from having the supreme im-
portance which some ascribe tc it f . The worker may feat that if he works
(1) ' yers, 3~.S. f "Industrial Psychology," N.Y., People's Inst. -1325. Page 25.
(2) -yers, -.-.."Industrial Psychology," 3S . Y. ,People ' s Inst. -1925. Page 29.

too muok, the Mece rate will be lowered ." Third; management may
arouse interest i n two ways, by educating workmen to see their jobs in
relation to the whole creative enterprise of industry, and by giving them
representative control (allowing them to own dividend stock, etc.)
Ifca workers will respond to right treatment. This question was
put into the questionnaire to find out whether men desired money so much as
management must believe if they support an incentive program. The answers
certainly speak for themselves, it is a pleasure to note them.
XL I
./hich do you think should be the driving force of life: a desire
for- money or the pleasure to be found in doing a task?
: money : task : void : % money : % task : % void
Foremen : 7 : 169 : 2 r-sj H 95* : 1
Employees : 19 : 173 : 5 t .lO $ 68 : 2
If r »n r?re allowed to play they do more work. It seems as
though a pay check is the incentive often offered for getting the required
work done and not the game. As management fails to make the work interest-
ing they decrease the pow^r. Industry should not think that all of the
pleasure that men get out cf life is what money brings them. The assumption
is often made that after men are paid off pleasure begins. It is because
they have no interest in occupat: onal tasks that laborers turn to what
money brings for entertainment and may believe that spending money for a good
time is as near as they Can come to playing. From one pay day to the next
they look for 'pay da^ ' and wish they could, while working, pass into a
state cf coma v.hich would last until the next pay day.
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The difference between work done from a sense of duty and work
which is interesting is that in the first case we are merely slaves and
in the second case we are living at the "best of our personality. One
should work for the same reason that the child plays and if he cannot work
that way where he is he is in the wrong place, ken play, not by shunning
responsibilities, getting by, watching the clock, etc., but by going beyond
requirements till they lcse sight of the drudgery element.
(l) "A higher state of personality is involved in play than in
duty* Under the stimulus and enthusiasm of play the muscles will contract
rrcre powerfully and longer than when the other conditions obtain." Fatigue
will not be noticed as soon if play enters into work. The great things of
life cannot be done by force of will-power alone but there will b'i enthusiasm,
an interest dominating us.
Cne of the. greatest aids in putting men where work will be ab-
sorbing, seem li:<e play, is vocational training with a view to discovering
aptitudes. Many men are doing the wrong kind of work. They will learn best
and most reaaily those things which they like best and can do best, and which
bring the most pleasant results. Psychology teaches that they learn best
these activities for which they have the greatest inherent capacity and
ability. Vocational guidance seeks to discover, at the entrance levels,
those inherent capacities and aims to point out the most profitable line of
le'>rning.
(e) Imagination as a driving force.
The factor of imagination works through different channels. Some
folk are visually imaginative, so^e auditory imaginative, some are contact-
(l) Gulick, Luther, "-.and and ..ork," K.Y., Doubleday, i-'age and Jo. -1911.
-
;age 197.
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ually imap"i native. The visual tyne of imaginative ability is especially
needed in industrial life and is of great importance. (1) "One of the most
important requisites for success in seme lines of work i3 the possession of
the right kind of imagination."
Industry has no place for a blind use of imagination. The sense
must be modified by a knowledge of the laws of mechanics. The workmen who
are swayed by blind imagination speak quickly, say the fir st thing they think
of and consequently make foolish suggestions. The workman who pours out
useless suggestions due to uncontrolled imagination, when advice is needed,
is usually an uneducated man with little knowledge of science ot of ne chanical
laws. Imagery must be practical.
It required a great deal of imagination to invent either the
electric light or Uladin's lamp, yet tlmrm is a great deal of difference
in the imagination which produced one and that kind which produced the other.
Cne invention called for an imagination based upon a knowledge of science
and experience in experinents, the other was .just imagination. Industry
needs one kind ; nd is harmed by the other. It needs the kind written of
in these words: (2) "ill forward-looking, constructive thinking is primarily
imagination, but it is the scientific substantial sort of imagination which
is impossible to any but a master of the principles and the facts involved,
and it is tie thoroughly checked-up and reasoned-out sort of imagery which
is impossible to any but the trained reasoners, who spare themselves no
effort to think their imaginations out to a finish."
(l) Griffitt, C r.., "Fundamentals of Vocational Psychology," K.Y.,
^acmillan and Co. - 1924. Page 260
1 2) Bennett, H. E..^ "Psychology and Self-Development," Boston, Ginn -
1S23. Page 190.
#
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All corporations want tc make a profit* They ought to make one
and it is true that some of their, have not paid any dividends in years. To
the end that they shall make profits they try several schemes. These schemes
seek to increase production by driving men without attempting to secure
their cooperation. The usual proceedure brings in a number of efficiency
engineers (spotters the men call them) who judge as to the number of men
thet can be let out without decreasing production. Because the writer heard
so many times the vindictive utterances which working men use in speaking
of efficiency men he included the foil-wing question in th e list sent out
to the industrial workers in the steel plant.
XLII
Are efficiency men necessary?
: yes ; no : void : % yes : jjc no : % void
Foremen : 133 : 32 : 11 : 7g£ : 1©£ : 6
^mplcyees : 168 : 83 i 1 : 61-|- : 44 : 4&
Thj working men and foremen are fair enough in recognizing that
efficiency men are necessary. Why is it that they are so vehemently antagon-
istic in referring to them'r It is because of the wrong motives which bring
them into the groups.
These men study the workers tc find out how much e ach one is doing,
and to see if it will not be possible for one to do the work of several. If
a worker can do the tasks of several men he is often put at it without any
increase in pay or if there is an increase it is very small. The efficiency
men do not discover what a worker's productivity is, or might be, if impulse
incited hiT to work.

G8
Management will not secure labors initiative until they release
the factor of imagination which is almost absent, until they enlist the
creative force in an imagining human being. A certai n industrial captain
said: " There is a loss in wealth of some fifty percent, due to the inability
of the business man to appraise the creative possibilities in industry,"
(source of quotation misplaced)
The impulse of creation must possess the laboring men or further
cooperation of mutual planning is impossible. How this condition may be
brought about is not clear but some things which hinder its inception are
evident. a few of them are: The practice of ridiculing suggestions made
by the men. The feeling of satisfaction with tl ings as they are. The habit
so e foremen have of telling men to understand that they are running things.
The conservative habit of always doing 'work in the same way.
The Colorado Fuel and Iron Company had a sugge stive system and
many sug estions were submitted. The system failed and is no more in use.
I^ct many schemes for worth while improvement were offered but that ought
not to have been the point of value in a suggestion bureau, whether the
system was of value or not depended largely on the personalis y of the one
in charge, whether he saw the real value >r a value only in terr.s cf money*
The value of the idea should have been to keep the s enses open, the impulse
of imagination alive. .Vith not a single good idea the suggestion bureau
was a good proposition, a good plan because imagining men are awake and men
awake are interested workers. Cne good idea might have compensated ten
thousand worthless ones.
An industry ought to rid itself of all foremen who have no imag-
ination. The present method of proceedure seems quite often to be one of
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making foremanship a reward for length of service with little regard given
to ability. .Vhen the Doy enters the rrill he is told not to ask questions.
He is simply broken in that his work may become partially productive as soon
as possible, his questioning is suppressed, he loses his imaginative im-
pulse, becomes a cog. The perfect cogs become good foremen. This is not
the wished-for policy of the body of management as a whole but it is too
often the policy of departmental executives who are, themselves, part of a
system which is traditional and hard to break.
There is an ever present danger that the industrial tendency pro-
hibiting most creative imagining by the mass will permeate the school atmos-
phere. Students are told too much what to do and how to do it instead of
being allowed to develop their individualities la rgel;; according to the
dictate of imagination. We must not forget to follow a course which will
allow for so-* exercise of imagination for the student without imagination
becomes the 'clod' about which much has been written,
(f) The iritative impulse.
The force of imitation is either of great value or it is product-
ive of much har,. «7e must either control this impulse cr let it use us for
we cannot disallow imitation a part on the st_.ge of life.
The impulse of irritation is of greatest value when at work develop-
ing the capacities of the individual. Jome never learn because they never
watch others with the desire to imitate. The writer's father used to be
quite handy with small tool 3 and he was always fixing something during his
spare time, .vhen ever he would pick up his tools the boys would say: "What
are you going to make, father?" And father's answer was always the same wise
answer: "Keep ycur eyes open and find out."
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Professor V.illium MoSougall writes: (l) "Imitation is then not only
the greatest conservative force in society, it is also essential to all social
progress." I^ost of our culture and our civilization is transmitted from
one generation to the next "by the power of imitation. Present generations
retain traditions of the past largely because of irritation, and little im-
provement can take place unless we imitate our leaders.
Alien imitation is used in industry to the exclusion of imagination,
as for example when a working man is told to watch how a thing is dome and
do likewise, then men would be better off without the faculty of imitation
since too much imitation results in no progress and no progress means estab-
lished custom. V.hen custom is established unchanged and for a great length
of time ability of all :inds is lessened. (2) "The force of imitation is
generally supreme among people at a low level of culture." Therefore a
persistent imitation, a refusal to change customs, is a probable sign of
lew intelligence.
Among the uneducated in industrial groups it has been observed
thst no questions are asked, that custom is the sufficient and final sanction
for all actions. We would expect to find that the Chinese, who have been
ancestor worshippers for generations , are a people Of imitation and that is
what we do find. It is a legitimate conclusion then that working men in
our factories ought to be educated imitators if we are to have progress.
'The imitative spur is stronger than the influence of imagination.
Because that is so: ll) "iiodes of doing persist more obstinately than modes
(1) McDougall, dlliam. "Social Psychology," London, Lethuen and 0c.-1926.
Page 335.
(2) Ibid. Page 311
(3) Ibid. Page 338
\
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of thinking and feeling." 3ut we know that the constant doing of tasks in
one way makes them drudgery, that many tasks are necessarily done in the same
way, that therefore much work can be nothing but imitative drudgery, or tasks
which need little imagination, iince many workmen must then of necessity
do drudgery work they should be abls to visualize a goal if they are to con-
tent themselves to their task. The ability to imagine c:;n save a man from
being a drudge though his work may be imitative drudgery.
In these days of mechanical invention practically all of the work
done in the routine operation of a machine (not in the repairing of it) can
be called drudgery. Shorter hours will lessen each man's share of work
but any period cf drudgery is too long to be endured unless one can visualize
a goal while doing it.
Our educational system is intende: to make all men safe for demo-
cracy. A society safe for democracy is one in which every individual, no
matter what his daily toil may be, has a vision. Therefore it becomes in-
creasingly important, in these modern days, that the public schools give to
young people a vision since much of modern work, massed production, is
drudgery.
(g) The Sympathetic factor.
This life force plays little part in the lives of the lower animals
but as the progress of evolution is studied a growth in its strength is
noticed. The motivating influence of sympathy is more powerful in man than
it is in any other animal and it is able to over-rule all of the other driving
forces. It usually works for the advantage of the whole race while the others
seldom operate except for the advantage of the individual.
#
Among working- men the influence of sympathy is usually strcng.
It has often been discovered that no matter how low, morally, a man may "be
there is to be found within his breast a sympathy for his fellow workman
which is quite often the only uplifting force in his life •
Those executives, of whatever rank, are the better executives who
have a strong feeling" of sympathy. The folltwing question was placed in the
questionnaire so that the importance working men and foremen attach to this
stimulus might be known.
mi i
Could a foreman, lacking all ability to sympathize, become a good
foreman?
: yes : no : void : % yes : % no : % void
Foremen : 12 : 162 : 2 : 7 : 92 : 1
Employees : 52 : 138 : 2 : 27 : 7l\ : 1%
Industries are coming more and more to be swayed by the ideals
of service to humanity. 'The wish to be of service is all an outgrowth cf
this stimulus. The inpulse of sympathy is prowing stronger in men and
owners, (l) "The reign of autocracy has passed. Men are rapidly coming to
see that human life is of infinitely more value than material wealth."
The Colorado Fuel and Iron Company, controlled by the Rockefellers,
has adopted an Industrial Representative Jcnstitution which governs the rela-
tionships between the men and management. Anyone who reads this document
Cannot but see that the spirit of service, sympathy, permeates the desires of
both men and management.
• » * *
(l) Rockefeller, J.D.'.Jr., "Personal Relation in Industry," N.Y.,
Boni, Liverwright and Co. - 1923. Page 34.
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This growing spirit of sympathetic cooperation is brought to
industry by a younger generation which is far better educated, on t v e
average, than any preceding generation. To the schools must go much
credit for ideals of service which permit the greatest civilization the world
has ever seen to grow greater. The spirit of service will be the automatic
governor for our civilisation, other civilizations without this controlling
factor h^ve destroyed themselves.
This driving force of life is studied again in ch pter threes
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A CONSIDERATION OF
THREE PHASES CP tSDUSfSiiL EDtJGAflOH
Chapter Three
Five ualif ications for Those in Authority
Over forking ken
Introduct ion
3ince the foremen represent to rr:ost workmen the spirit of industry,
or the personal cement of the corporation, the word 'foreman' is used when-
ever a member of management is referred to in this chapter. 3y the use of
the v. ord, however , it is meant to include all executives in management of
whatever rank who have direct relations of any sort with the men,
'.7hen a corporation needs a foreman what measures are tale n to
assure that the one selected is the best one? Practically no measures
are taken in most manufacturing plants. The i r mediate superior usually
selacts the new foreman without instructions of any kind from 'higher up'.
The following question was submitted in the questionnaire.
XL IV
Should one who selects a foreman receive any instructions relative
to methods of selection from 'higher up'?
: yes : no : void : jb yes : % no : % void
Foremen : 75 : 96 : 5 : 42 : 54^ : 3^
Emplcyees : 97 : 71 : 24 : 50& : 37 : 12|
The resulting answers were close. Foremen probably votes against
the question because ofa: natural dread that proceedure suggested in the
question would encroach upon their prerogatives, but the narrow margin be-
tween the yes _nd noes can prooably be interpreted here as an admittance that
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sore plan of selection would be good. Employees decided for the question
by a small majority. The writer has always thought that supervision of
foremen selection would work for better conditions and serve the interests
of both men and management
•
& common expression heard among working men is: "Ability never
counts, all one needs is pull." Although it is true that ability will make
itself count in some way yet the fact remains that quite often a man becomes
a foreman because of 'pull* with some superior who may be as unfitted in
his own position a3 the man he is appointing is to be foreman. A man with
little ability seldom appoints, to serve under himself, a man showing signs
of great ability. The men received the questionnaire with this question
included so that they Tight express their opinion relative to the last
statement in the thesis, examinations of answers will show that th« viewpoint
is supported.
XL7
•»'ould a man with little ability appoint, as foreman to serve
under himself, another who showed promise of great ability?
: yes : no : void : ,o yes : ,o no : % void
Foremen : 42 : 128 : 6 : 24 : 73 : 3
Employees : 48 : 138 : 6 : 25 : 7l|- : 3§
If an industrial organization would use scrce scheme by which to
select its foremen from those who have certain qualifications it would
probably benefit. Another question asked was this one.
XLVI
Do you think that a corporation should have a 3et of rules for
selecting foremen*?
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: yes : no : void : % yes : % no : % void
: 112 : 64 : : M| : 36i :
: 132 : 56 : 4 : 69 : 29 : 2
Foremen
Employees
In the answers both working men and foremen voted "by a large
majority in favor of a set cf rules. In the light of the answers to
this question it would be worth while for higher managers nt to t^ke an
interest in the methods used in obtaining foremen. Unfit friends have
selected unfit friends until in some places a vicious circle has been
built which has little regard for ability.
The special qualifications which fit a man for fcremanship are
health, intelligence, willpower, personality, and sympathy. If he laoks
in one he cannot fully make it up by means of the others. A foreman can
be analyzed ana his .ability fairly determined by his weakness or strength
in tiiese five qualifications.
In the following question the group to whom the questionnaire
was sent were asked whether or no they would ccmfinn the list of qualifi-
cations. Their answers seem to justify the selection which v;as made after
a long and careful study. It might seem that there were other qualifica-
tions which ought to be considered but they will be found included with
the five named and discussed in the thesis.
XLVII
Do you think that a foreman could be fairly judged by his strength
or weakness in the following characteristics: health, intell ir-mce , will-
power, personality, sympathy?
: yes : no : void : % yes : % no
Foremen : 170 : 4 : 2 : 96-g * 2f : 1
Employees : 160 : 6 : 4 : 94 I 4% : 1-g-
•#
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The first qualification, health, is nore an inherited qualification
than the others yet, providing there are no physical deforrr.i ties present, it
can be greatly influenced by proper living. The other salifications,
although ve may say that they are inherited to a small extent, are practi-
cally adonted principles of life.
One qualification looms above all the rest in importance. It is
not that of intelligence although some leaders in psychology seem to have
made the mistake of believing that intelligence is about the only requisite
necessary for perfect forercanship. All qualifications are necessary for
perfect fcremanship, but the qualification which looms above the rest is
willpower, the rest are dependent upon it. The lives of all great leaders
imply this statement. "The will is master of the life and not the body."
This one principle, willpower, makes at least one-half of the difference
between the real leader and the follower in the mass.
Health
The first qualification if a foreman is to be successful is that
he be a first class animal, full of health. This is the stream which
carries the other qualifications through life. A stream cannot rise higher
than its source and the source of health depends to some extent upon the
individual. The most of us are our own worst enemies.
tfhen the foreman is in good physical health his mind is stimulated
and he can develop a raximum of force, ./hen his health is poor and his body
is down, his mind is down and his whole work is demoralized. Then there is
no edge to his energy, ambiticn is dulled, initiative lags, enthusiasm is at
an ebb, willpower is weak, intelligence is blunted, all powers are at a
minimum.
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Some of the factors which cause a leak in the vitality of health
are fear, anger, wrong diet, worry, evil thoughts, dissipation and sleepless-
ness •
Courage
,
the la ck of fear, is very dependent upon physical health
for is we remove the general health the mind becomes an easy prey to fear,
courage is lost and cheerfulness flies away. Or let fear be entertained in
hte mind of a healthy body and that body soon loses its bloom of health.
Another destructive vitality leak because of it s influence upon
the physical system is anger. Anger poisons the whole body, its effect is
often discovered in a severe headache or a disordered stomach. "<Vhen a
forerran is in any way unfit those under him seem to be a clearing house for
his display of bad temper. The exercise of anger impairs health and those
in ill -health are usually always out of sorts.
A. poor diet of devitalized food, or food badly cooked, causes slow
starvation of the physical and mental being. What we eat and how we eat
it affects not only our physical efficiency but determines disposition,
temperament ana character.
A happy domestic life will do more toward keeping a foreman's mind
free from worry than other one thing* One can worry more over domestic
troubles than over all other troubles combined. In the same year two foremen
working for a large corporation lest a great deal of physical health, all
because of domestic worry, that they both committed murder in insane moments.
They both continued as foremen until the end although they were no doubt
very unfit for their tasks.
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Ve must have , in good foremen, health not only for the body but
of the mind and soul. In the work of keeping- fit thought food is second
only to physical food. Thought is actually a "body builder. St. Paul said
"Be ye transformed by a renewing of your minds." A foreman cannot be per-
fectly healthy and yet be morally bad. If he practices dishonesty, if he
is revengeful, he cnnot be perfectly healthy because perfect health means
nhysical and ^ental harmony.
One 7/riter very aptly writes: (1) "The most precious capital a
man has are his deposits of life force of vitality and of reserve power,
in his physical bank; and there is nothing which will lead to bankruptcy
of a man's life quicker th^n neglect or abuse of his health capital." If
a foreman expects to have good health he cannot dissipate or lose his
sleep at night.
A foreman who is strong and vigorous will feel equal to any
undertaking. Health will bring out resourcefulness and inventiveness and
initiative which will mske him an asset to the company for which he works
while poor health will bury his abilities and m-ke him a liability.
Intelligence
•
There is no table of factors upon which any qualification depend
TCe can no more expect to find a part of cur body labeled 'Intelligence*
than to -Hnd a part of itlabeled 'Health'. "In somewhet the same way as
the electrician berins to measure the strength of the electric current by
what 14 done, without knowing wh-^t the essential nature of electricity is,
so we can at le st detect marked individual differences in intelligence —
whatever it ^ay be by comparing the performances of individuals."
Author unknown. j-his quotation shows clearly what is attempted when
(l) Marden, L.S., "Keeping Fit," If.Y,, Maciaillan and Go. - 1915. rage 3.
•
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intelligence tests are given, iut there are many factors which may enter
in and make the tests which we have assembled valueless. An attempt was
made to get the measure of intelligence in one corporation and man; foremen
were rated very low because they were foreign born men who did not under-
stand English well and the tests were all given in English.
In 1926 the Colorado Fuel and Iron Company went through a testing
period under the direction of Br. A, F. Payne of Columbia University but
the testing did little good, (l) "On the, whole, general intelligence tests
have less practical value for the employment manager than for the vocational
counsellor. It is true that there was considerable intelligence testing
around industrial plants or concerns immediately after the war, but too
~uch of it was indiscriminate and ill-advised, and too often done by mush-
room testers. There are occasional situations or conditions where such
tests are of real value; yet comparatively few concerns have enough to gain
fro^ the use of general intelligence tests to compensate for the trouble
and expense."
The worth of intelligence tests to a corporation have probably
been over-estimated. Foremen who were both physically and intellectually
qualified h^ve failed to pass tests because they were not qualified with
respect to certain mechanical features. A certain degree of intelligence
should be required of nen who are to be foremen yet success after promotion
depends upon other factors as well. (2) "At the present time there seems
to be a common tendency to over-emphasize the substantial value of our
(1) Oriffitt, C.H., "Fundamentals of Vocational Psychology," ST..Y.,
Macmillan and Co. - 1924. Page 319
(2) Payne, A. F., "Organization of Toe tional Guidance, " X.Y., Maftraw -
1925. Page 56
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psychological tests." Yet the psychologist who wrote the above quotation
visited the Colorado Fuel and Iron Company and for several months did little
exc-ift emphasize this factor, intelligence
.
Most industrial work calls for more or less mechanical ability.
The correlation between general ability of a mechanical nature and general
intelligence in equal age groups is only ubout plus 20. This shows that
there is something wrong with intelligence <feests, s.sfar as their usefulness
for industry is concerned, either something is wrong or psychologists dare
.to assume that mechanical ability does not call for intelligence. The con-
clusion "/hich may be drawn is that men with one slany on life are responsible
for the most of :ur intelligence tests and that better tests can be formulated
if men from all fields of activity work together. This belief is further
supported by the following: (l)"At least 20 percent of the pupils from a
typical school who are below average in the kind of ability required in
general abstract intelligence tests are above the average in the kind re-
quired in four mechanical tests."
Correct intelligence testing, if it can be had, mil be of great
value, .'orking men and foremen recognize a value for it is evidenced by
their answers to the following question.
XLU
Do you believe in intelligence tests?
: yes : no : void : jo yes : ./o no : J& void
Foremen : 142 : 31 : 2 : 6l£ : 17 , ii• *-ti
Employees : 160 9 30 : 2 : 63i : 15* : 1
(l) Stenquist, J. L., "The Case of the Low I. Q,.," Journal of Educational
Research, Vol. IV. Pages 241 - 254.
•4
It is probable that only five years ago the same question to the
same men would have resulted in a majority of noes. Intelligence testing
has been a subject much discussed by working men in the last few years*
It is a mark of progress when a majority favor testing even after some of
the tests have signally failed to accomplish their purpose.
7,'e must continue the revision of our tests and in the process
we must always be searching for more knowledge as to what real intelligence
consists of. One canr.ot lay his hand on intelligence as though it were a
tool. In innate intelligence the brick-layer may be more intelligent than
the doctor of psychology, but most of the tests at hand would probably favor
the doctor. It may not require as much intelligence to become a doctor
of psychology as it requires to become an expert brick layer. Y/ho is to
judge? We may, if we are not careful, do great injustice to some individuals
ny using tests which may not discover the truth. There is, perhaps, too
much tendency relating the word intelligence with that of schooling and the
term schooling with the word education* Sometimes working men have been
called 'morons', after intelligence testing, when they were not motons at
all but the appelat. ion being appliedto those who were considered of low
social rank it became an ei<sy matter to so dub them. Only by directing
attention to himself does an aristocrat, who has never been tested for
intelligence, come by the name 'moron' and even in professional ranks there
are probably morons, seme as moronic as laborers ever were, whom no one
wovld think of classing with the morons and the usual intelligence tests
would not discover that they were such.
V/e cannot help but conclude that our present tests still leave
much to be desired, that the viewpoint remains to seme extent a theoretical
one, that educctors have applied the tests too assuredly, oftimes, to the
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ninety-five percent who ara industrialists.
Tests may never "be discovered that will definitely show whether
the foreran is intelligent or not but his acions will tell in time.
(l) "The ultimate function of all intelligence, is to guide the actions
of the creature in responding to situations."
•illpower
Intelligence is of little value without willpower. In a crisis,
lacking it, a foreman becomes panic-stricken and panic is the paralysis of
intelligence. (2) "The education of the Will is really of far greater
importance, as shaping the destiny of the individual, thin that of the
intellect ."
The ultimate question is not : 'How far will intelligence let me
go?' but : 'A.m I going to master life and drive myself?' One, gifted with
high intelligence, may, lacking willpower, be qiute incapable of pursuing
definite ends and so he may miss the successful ending of his whole existence.
ooT.e of the most successful people have ouly an average intellect but they
have with it more driving power than others with high intelligence, which
fact explains their success. The difference between men in the busines world,
who have made a great success, ;nd those who have not, is not so much due to
a difference in intellectual power but to a difference in willpower.
..illpower means an aim. Everywhere an aim would make some laborers
foremen and some foremen superintendents . "This one thing I do," said 3t. Paul.
The longer we live, the more certain we become that the great difference
(1) Bennett, I.E., "Psychology and Self-Development," Boston, Sinn - 1925
Page 166.
(2) Haddock, F.C., "Power of ..ill," II. Y., Lacmillan and Co. - 1915.
Page 66.
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between men, between the feeble and the powerful, the great and the insig-
nificant, is energy, invincible determination, a purpose once fixed and
then victory or death. The quality will do anything that can be dene in
this world and no talents, no circumstances or opportunities will make up
for a lack of it.
One may be possessed of health, intelligence, good personality,
sympathy, and yet not count except as a zero in the world'c affairs, taking
orders from and doing menial work for one who is in most respects his
inferior. His lack of success may be attributed to lack of a dominating
purpose backed by a strong will to throw the force of his abilities to the
accomplishment of that purpose. The gist of the matter is very well stated
b;: Dr. H. S. Bennett when he says: (*1 ) "The whole mind active, unified,
harmonious, and concentrated upon a single purpose that is a strong will.
The mind divided, at conflict witr itself, partly undeveloped or partly
inactive — this is a will enfeebled,weak, and incapable of achievement."
The foreman who drives his work accounts for more, succeeds better,
than the one who is driven by it. Therefore success as a foreman is funda-
mentally a qv.estion of the willingness of the individual to force himself,
the ability to keep going. Luther Gulick, speaking of training to run a
race as an example of working along the line of endeavor, says: (2)"
a person with this strong driving power, through the use of this power
will develop muscle, will develop the heart, the ability to run; whereas
the person who already has a well-d eveloped body but who lacks this driv-
ing power not only will fail to push himself, but will soon lose even the
normal capacity of the high powered machine."
(1) Bennett, H.il., "Psychology and -elf-Development," Bostcn,Ginn-1925.
Page 245.
(2) Gulick, Luther, "Mnd and Work", K.Y., Doubleday, Page and Co.- 1908.
Page 114.
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The foreman must be one who can nuke decisions. He must will to
make his decisions. In the conflict of two courses of action the willpower
must be thrown upon one side or the other. If there is no will, or the
will is weak, ineffective, the foreman will he*sitate, be uncertain, easily
diverted, and he will change with every wind. Lost w aak-willed foremen
know the right and despise therr.selves because they do not do it. Inability
to reach a decision promptly is usually the limiting factor in the power of
the will. In foremen especially we must not be limited here. We cannot
expect that men will repose confidence in a foreman vho cannot come to a
quick decision, on demand, The men do not know what to expect from such
a leader, cannot count on him. Juch a foreman cannot be a leader for others
wil 1 not follow him.
A strong will in a person who has ambition is the combination
which reaches a definite goal. There are two kinds of strong wills, however.
If the foreman has an ambition coupled with a strong bad-will harm may result
but if the ambition is driven by a strong good-will he may be a blessing to
his fellow men. The man who combines a strong will with a kind nature and a
desire to do right is the man of greatest value to society. The man with a
strong will overcomes obstacles yet he may not be a good man since he may
use his will overcoming obstacles which stand in the way of sinister purposes.
We want them ss executives men who have ambition and good will power. St.
Taul said: "Having done all to stand." The weakness of otherwise qualified
men is often their inability to stand, an efficient engine without control
will wreck itself.
Personality.
The foremen without a likable personality may have a strong will
but that alone is not enough since a pleasing ^ rsoaality is desirable.

It must be a good willpower that the foreman has and such a one will have
the character which is worth most to industry. Invariably foremen without
personality are those lack ; ng in good willpower.
Some kinds of foremen never can inspire loyalty for they have no
personality, that aspect of individuality that leads ethers.
The working men and foremen were asked to pass judgment on the
following question.
L
Do ycu t' ink a man with little personality could become a good
foreman?
: yes : no : void i % yes : °/a no : void
Foremen : 144 I *29 : 3 : 82 : 16r| : 1-g-
Employeei : 48 : 141 : 3 : 25 : 73 : 2
Their answers signify a difference of opinion. The writer main-
tains the foremen are mistaken and that the employees give a majority to
the right answer. Ho longer can willpower drive the men, personalit y
must les.d them. Personality today is power, it consists in being able to
get other people to do things. Wa j.re sadly in need of foremen with
personalities in industrial circles. Perhaps a realization of that need
accounts for the resultant foreman vote in the preceding question.
The wages paid to foremen do not attract ne n with p& rsonalit ies
.
As a class they do not receive as much as skilled labor and yet their worth
to industry should be far more. Foremen carry more of the personal touch
between men and management than any other group of men. J. D. Rockefeller'
statement (l) that the employees representatives ( in the Colorado Fuel and
(l) Rockefeller, Jr., J.D., "Personal Relation in Industry," N.Y., 3oni,
Liver wright and Co. - 1923. Pages 20 to 30.
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Iron Conrpaay't plant managed under an industrial repr -sentative plan) makes
for a restoration of the personal touch is, in part at least, misleading
for if they do make for any such restoration it is a very small restoration
Sear in mind that eirplo:/ee representatives, undsr the Rockefeller plan,
are not members of management in a.ny sense of the word but only working men
delegated to appear before management, Foremen are the men who provide the
greatest personal touch if there is to be any, as set forth in the early
part of the thesis, and it cannot be otherwise though management wish it
ever so much. kr. J« i). Rockefeller, Jr. himself says: (1) "The employees
in any corporation must form his opinion of the owners and directors of the
corporation from the foreman with whom he has personal contact." It is
important that foremen be good personalities.
In early dyys personality in a foreman was not so desirable a
factor since laboring men usually knew the owner of the factory in a
personal way. (2) "As a result of this lack of contact between Labor and
Capital, the personal relationship has disappeared." The very separation
of capital and labor so that they are nc longer acquainted, the formation
of absentee ownership, calls personality forth, opens a gap which it alone
can fill. The captain Personality has many -soldiers to throw into the
gap but his first lieutenant is a Foreman and after him comes Doctor, ITurse
Representative, etc. The stockholders are no longer 'Persons' in the mind
of the worker and if there is to be any personality it must be exercised in
the person of the foreman.
(l), (2) Rockefeller, Jr., J.D., "Personal Relation in Industry," N.Y.,
Boni, Liverwright and Co. - 1923. Page 80. Page 58.
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An unimaginative, head-in-the-rut-sort , forerran who demands
irritation and repetition, is not a good foreman, The one, with heal up,
who can provoke questions and ideas, raise issues, quicken ambitions, and then
get others to do things is the foreman industry needs. He will impart to
the corporation, a soul of hope, personality, individuality, and confidence
in ability, satisfy the workers because he makes their work interesting.
3uch 2 foreman breeds loyalty which binds laborer to capitalist through
mutual good-will. Ninety percent of loyalty can come only through the fore-
man f little loyalty comes through any industrial system of representatives
and this in no way discounts the vtlue of a cooperative system.
Not many employers give thought to the personality factor when
choosing foremen, Poremen must be able to take care of the re chanical
details of figuring and they must know how to get out the work after a
fashion. Their ability to do these things, however, only shows their degree
of intelligence. As much a ttenticn should probably be paid to the person-
ality factor as is paid to other qualifications. (1) "Personality is
individuality plus power - - - it is the psychology of influence without
power of compulsion. It is developed by trial and error; by experiment,
success and failure; by cultivating health, vitality, courage, initiative,
self-confidence, enthusiasm, *nd -bove all sympathy with the other man's
point of view, imagination that cuts one ?-s self in his place, and sincerity
that ins ires his confidence. People are not born with these qualities:
they are not acquired by accident; the pablic schools m y not have learned
hew to t each them; voc?.tionj>l schools may overlook them. The business
(l) Commons, J. R., "Industrial Goodwill," N.Y., L.cOraw Hill and Jo.,-
1919. Page 160.

corporation can teach them when the proprietors see that they need them,
for the corporation can specialize in personality." And it should be added
that for its own good it should so specialize.
Personality and not intelligence has teen and will always be the
controlling factor in any industry. Time was when a Carnegie or a Rocke-
feller could pick out a great personality and it would swing some great
undertaking by its forces. Th?t time is no mere for America has become an
educated America. Thousands of individuals who think for themselves can-
not be swung in a mass. Great personalities will continue to be, we need
them, but if industry is to swing through space without being swung into a
million pieces we must have thousands of lesser personaliti es called
•Foremen*. In the end it is not the mass we are to deal with but each
individual worker and only the foremen can^et to him.
Not a great personality at the top but scores and hundred; of
personalities at every point and every hour of contact with every worker in
the industry. The employer who has learned how to select these subordinates,
who has his school of personality for those who represent him in his dealings
wL th labor, is the one who is beginning to meet the situation.
Cne who lacks in the sentiment of sympathy cannot be very much
of a personality. One sentiment must be the ruling sentiment and in really
great personalities it is the sentiment of sympathy. If the sentiment of
money be prominent in one he cannot become a great persona 1 i ty. There is
only one sentiment which by becoming the msster sentiment can generate a
strong personality and that is the sentiment of sympathy. "Let him who
would become Treat arcng you first become the servant )f all."
•
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Sympathy
• Sympathy is an outgrowth of parental love. Without sympathy a
foreran rray be obeyed, feared, but not honored. The right kind of sympathy
increases the power for we all do more for those whom we consider our
frienas. No man can think of his foreman as his friend if that foreman is
lacking in sympathy.
If a foreman never shows any signs of sympathy it can usually
be attributed tc out one thing, that foreman is attempting to hide a lack
of willpower. The writer knows by experience that a certain superintendent,
who never showed sympathetic tendencies, who was always considered very
'hard-boiled*, in times of emergency had very little willpower. The man
with willpower does not need to talk loudly or harshly and he can afford to
be sympathetic. The man who is overbearing is usually a man with a weak
will. The last question asked the group to whom the questionnaire was sent
was this one.
II
Do you think that an overbearing habit 'is a sign of a small
ch' racter?
: yes : no : void :
t
o yes : % no : Jfe void
Foremen : 161 : 14 : I : 91 j : 8 \\.
Employees I 152 .: 36 : 4 : 79~- : 19 f 1%
The writer has seen workmen 'call the hand* of a tyrannical boss
and he invariably 'took it*. The most sympathetic foreman can be the most
firm when firm policy is needed.
Sympathy grows with association. There is a noticeable attachment
in industrial circles between men who have worked together for a length of
time, (l) "For sympathy as a desirable quality is sore thing more than feel-
(1$ Dewey, J., "Interest and Effort in education," M • Y. ,Houghton,Liffl in
and jo. - 1913. Page 141.
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ing; it is cultivated imagination for whatever men have in common and rebel-
lion at whatever ns cessarily divides their:." Strangers do not have much
sympathy for each other.
Laughter is a form of sympathy. One who never laughs, who cannot
become part of a prank under any circumstances, usually lacks in sympathy.
In one who laughs little we usually find the gregarious attitude weak because
one without sympathy does' not Care to associate with his fellows.
In look'ng for a foreman therefore, as far as the qualif icartior.
of sympathy is concerned, look for one who is attached to his fellow workers,
one who enjoys their company and laughs at his work.
Sympathy is the cement which binds society together and makes the
actions of the group harmonious, .,'illiam keDougall says: (1) "The man that
has it not at all; or in whom it ii^s become specialized (i.e., directed to
some one or few persons only), will hardly become a leader and inspirer of
others in the reform of social abuses, in the public recognition of merit,
in public expression of moral indignation, or in any other of those collect-
ive expressions of captions which do so much to bind societies together,
.
Conclusion.
It is desirable that school teachers should understand what kind
of foremen industrial concerns need since some of the young folk now attend-
ing our schools will be foremen in the future, and executives of hi -her rank.
'The schools should train these young men today so that they can adequately
( ] ) i-cDougall, William, "Social Psychology," London, Metkuen and Co.
1926. page 176.
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meet the demands of tomorrow, (l) "Heretofore the Chief Executives of
important industrial corporations have "been selected largely because
of their capacity ar prganizers or financiers. The t imo is rapidly corrinrr
however when the irrportant qualification for such positions will "be a man
ability to deal successfully and amicably with labor. Yet how to do this
is a subject which, I fancy, is never taur-ht or referred to in the class-
room."
The aim, in this chapter, has been to focus attention upon
foreman qualifications so that teachers may be helped in their t eaching
work, ma,, be able to search out and strengthen these qualifications in
the class-room, to the end that future: -working men will be benefited.
(l) Rockefeller, J«D« tJr«, "Personal Relation in Industry,"
Bcni, Liverwri^ht and So* - 13 23. Page 63.
II. Y.,
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I CONSIDERATION OF
TPR3E PHASES OP INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION
The Questionnaire
Net e of Explanation
A copy of this questionnaire was sent to each of six hundred men
all of whom are engaged in industrial work, three hundred being employees
co^ld be classes as 'working men', while three hundred being foremen could
be grouped as members of 'management'.
The writ er was personally acquainted with many of these men and
so, in order to eliminate any influence that acquaint ancy might cause, the
questionnaires were sent out as though corning from the school system in
which the writer was a teacher. The ostensible purpose was a survey for
the benefit of the schools.
In the questionnaires sent out the questions were not listed in
the order that they appesr here; hew the questions are listed : n the order
in which they are used to make the tables appearing in the thesis. It was
suggested to the writer that the questions be sent to the men mixed, or out
of order, in such a way that related questions should not follow each other
consecutively; for example, that the related questions concerning schools
be in every seventh place. This plan of proceedure was carried out with the
hope that answers might be more unpremeditated.
The list of men's nare s to whom the questionnaire were sent was
made as cosmopolitan as possible* The nuir.es were drawn from a pay-roll
list of about six thousand names by a clerk who was instructed to pick names
at random and who did not know for what purpose the narre s were to be used.
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The result, in every respect, tc number of questionnaires answered
and returned was very gratifying. Out of three hundred questionnaires sent
to employees one hundred and ninety-two were answered and returned, a percent
age of sixty-two. Of three hundred questionnaires addressed tc foremen
one hundred and seventy-six were answered and sent back, a percentage of
fifty-nine plus. This percent of answered returns was higher than that
usually received frorr similar letters sent out ot members of the professional
class. It might possibly be attributed to a conclusion that to most of
t v ese nan, in industrial life, a questionnaire was a comparatively new thing
but Qiat professional men are used to receiving questionnaires and mere
neglectful in answerii g.
In selecting the 1 is t of fifty-one questions which were used in
the questionnaire the following plan was followed. The writ er gaths red
together one hnndred questions, selected because he felt that the answers
to any or all of them would materially benefit his thesis. This list was
sent to Kr. L» t* Qwigg, General superintendent for the 3teel Plant of the
Colorado Iron and fuel Oon^any in Pueblo, Colorado, and he was asked to
m^rk all questions which he thought unimportant or liable to cause any ill-
feeling. The list was'sent to *-r, s,uigg since the questionnaire was to be
sent to employees in his plant. Much to the writer's surprise, Lr. Quigg
did not materially shorten it by marking out many of the questions so the
writer himself reduced the list to fifty-one because he felt that the
questionnaire should be no longer in length.
At first glance it ray seem, especially to those who have had but
little indus^-ial experience, that so^e of the questions are vague in intent.
The writer, who worked for five ye':rs with the men to whorr. the questionnaires
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were sent, attempted to word trie questions so that they would speak the
everyday lun.ouare of the average industrial man of his acquaintance. The
writer acknowledges that in several instances questions are capable of
two interpretations but he does net believe that questions phrased as care-
fully as Questions are usually phrased when they are circulated an ong a
prcfesaonal group would have been answered as willingly by the working
men. The writer believes that most of the men hui but nne thought upper-
most in mind when the^ gave their answers.
questionnaire and Tables.
I
Do the public schools give a fair amount of attention to the
education of those who cannot go to college?
: yes : no : void : $ yes : % no : % void
Foremen : 96 : 64 : 16 : 54^ : 36^ : 9
Employees : 156 : 35 t 1 . : 8lf : : i
II
Should the public schools teach more subjects or drop some in
favor of new subjects?
: 6
: 27^
: more : drop : void : % more : % drop
For emen : 70 : 96 : 10 : 39-| : 54!
Employees : 50 : 90 : 52 : 26 : 46i
III
Is there any value in alf;ebra for the average man?
: yes : no : .void : jo yes : /o no : /o
Foremen : 63 : 110 : 2 : 36i : 62} : 1
Employees : 60 : 104 : e 1 4li : 54i : 4
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IV
Do jo u wish for your children a better education than you were
permitted to obtain?
: yes : no : void : )o yes : % no : % void
Foremen : 173 : : 3 : 9&|- : i iff
Employees : 191 : : 1 : 99-| : : *
Is the life of the professional or management class easier
than the life of an industrial worker?
: yes : no : void $ : % no : % void
Eore-en : 112 i 62 : 2 : 63i : 3§f : 1
Employees : 35 : 65 : 12 : 49% : 44^- : 6
VI
•dll the hours of labor be further reduced?
: yes : no : void
Foremen : 160 : 4 : 12
Employees : 175 : 11 : 6
: /o yes
: 91%
: 91*
jk no
•
2~
-
: 6
: )o void
: 6
: 21-
VII
Do most working men feel inferior to members of the professional
class?
: yes : no : void : >o yes : % no
Foremen : 128 : 47 : 1
Employees I 102 : 63 : 7
: 72*
: 53*
: -p void
: 1
: 431- : 3
: 26*
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VIII
Do most members of the professional or management Class feel
superior to members of the working class?
: yes : no : void
Fcrenfen : 112 : 60 t 4
i^mployees : 170 : 19 : 3
IX
Are schools to blame for any feeling of superiority existing
in the professional or management classes?
: yes : no : void : /o yes : >o no : # void
Foremen : 94 S 64 : 16 : 53*; : 36^- : 10
iimplcyees : 66 : 122 : 4 : 34?r : 63~t : 2
X
Should moral education be taught in the schools?
: yes : no : void : cjo yes : >s no : % void
Foremen : 158 : 17 : 1 : 69-| i 9j : 1
Employees : 171 : 9 : 12 : 69 : 41 : 6*
XI
Should r«lir*ious education b» taught in the schools?
: yes : no : void : % yes : /« Hi : /o void
Foremen : 94 : 80 : 2 : 53^ : 4&| : 1
Jimployees : 107 : 81 : 4 : 55-| : 42-J- : 2
: jo yes : no : }o void
: 63^- : 34 : 2^
: 883 s 10 : 2
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XII
Vnhioli is the most valuable - theory or experience?
: theory : exp • : void : ft theory : ,o exp. : % vo
Foremen : 48 : 112 : 16 : 27* 63|- : 9
Employees : 30 : 156 : 6 : 15 61 : 5|
XIII
Are apprentice wages !high enough?
: yes : no : void 1 % yes : % no : $ void
Foremen : 25 : 111 : 38 : 14 : 63-| : 22^
Employees : 90 : 96 : 6 : 46| : 50 : B*
XIV
Doe s the apprentice system appeal to an intelligent boy?
: yes : no : void : ft yes : £ no : ft void
Foremen : 66 : 96 : 14 : 38 : 54i : 7i
Employees : 140 : 47 : 5 : 72-| : 24i : 3
XV
Doe s industry need as man;/ skilled workers it did twenty years a<
: yes : no : void : ft yes : ft no : ft void
: 118 : 58' : : 67
^; : 32| :
Employees : 139 : 46 : 5 : 72i : 25 : 2§-
XVI
Are good sugn- sticns, made "by employees, s tolen by the management?
: yes : no : void : > yes : % no : ft void
Foremen : 112 : 56 : 8 : 63%- : 31-1- : 5
Employees :' 168 : 21 : 3 : 67-1. : 10| : 1
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mi
Does the averape ran value sufficiently the benefit of experience?
yes : no : void : % yes : % no : % void
112 : 61 : 3 : §9$ : 34i : 2
114 : 7C : 8 i 59-g : 36-g : 4
Foremen
Employees
XVIII
Should foreigners be compelled to go to school?
: yes : no : void : ft yes : p no : p void
Foremen : 175 : 1 : : 99| s i :
Employees : 178 : 12 : .2 ' : 92^ : l£ : 1
XIX
Should immigration be further limited?
: yes : no : void : )'o yes : % no : % void
Foremen : 160 : 9 : 7 : 90J- : &| : 4
Employees : 180 : 10 : 2 : 93J- : &§ : 1
XX
Should there be educational requirements for entrance intc this
country?
: yes i: no : void : % yes : ]b no : % void
For emen : 175 :: : 1 i 99* : -0 . l• s
Employees : 176 !i 12 : 4 : 9li : 2
XXI
Do foreigners learn first to swear in English?
: yes i: no : void : p yes : )s no : % void
Foremen : 129 !: 40 : 7 : 73* : 22% : 4
Employees : 162 : 16 I 12 : 84* : 9* s 6
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XXII
Do men swear more while at work than at any other time?
: yes : no : void : % yes : % no : ^ void
Foremen I 131 : 41 I 4 : 74-i : 23^ t 2
Employees : 150 : 40 : 2 : 78^ : 20j : 1
XXIII
Is swearing, while at work, cormon among industrial workers?
: yes : no :void : % yes : % M : yo void
Foremen : 162 : 12 : 2 : 92 : 6-|
:
lj
Employees : 174 : 10 : 8 : 90| |. 5& : 4
XXIV
'Vas swearing as general "before the war as it is new"?
: yes : no : void : )o yes : % no : /<> void
Foremen : 117 : 56 : 3 : 66-jr : 3l|r : 2
Employees : 174 : 15 : 3 : 90^ : 7k : 2
XXV
Considering 100 average working men estimate how many never
swear while at work,
:less : more : no est- : % -under : % over :% not est
than than imate 10 10 irrating
Foremen : 142 : 22 : 12 : 80-J- t lftfc : 7
Employees t 150 : 30 : 12 : 78 : 15^ : 6§
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XXVI
Considering 100 average corporations estimate how many think
rrcre of profits than of service to humanity.
: between
75-100
: between
50-100
: between :
1-50
between :
1-25
no e stimat
For etiien : 51 : 117 : 10 : 26 : 19
Employees : 125 ! 1 A Ct • O A •
: percent
75-100
i percent
50-100
: percent :
1-50
rcent :
1-25
pe rcent
void
Far err.en : 29 : 66! : 23i : 14$ :
Employees : 65i I 77i : iai£ :
XXVII
Do you think that fences around an industrial plant are ns ce
as a stealing preventative?
: yes : no : void . : >o yes : % no : % void
Foremen : 162 : 14 : : 92 : e :
Employees : 158 31 : 3 : 82^ : 1&£ : 1
XXVIII
Estimate how many men out of 100 average working men would
steal frofcc their foremen if they hsd the opportunity.
: between
20-100
: between
1-20
: between :
1-10
between :
1-5
no e stimati
Foremen : 24 : 144 : 116 : 96 : 8
Employees : 74 : 107 : 95 : 52 : 11
: percent
20-100
: pe rcent
1-20
: percent :
1-10
percent :
1-5
pe rcent
void
Foremen : 12i : toi : 65# : 54^ :
Employees : 3B\ : 55^ : 49i 27i :
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XXIX
Estimate how many men out of 10C average wording men think it
allright to fill their pails in the plant and get out with it.
: between
7^
-1 00
: between
00
: between :
i. W
between
1 — £0
: no estimate
For MNB : 86 : 102 : 67 : 36 : 7
Employees : 87 : 104 : 75 : 49 : 10
: percent
75-100
: percent
5C-100
: percent :
1-50
percent
1-25
: rcent
void
Foremen : *8| : 57^ : 38|- 20| : 3i
Employees : 45^ : 54^ : 39-g- : 25^-
XXX
Which do you think a foreman needs mosti - intelligence or
experience?
: intell.: exper. : void : % intell. : /o expe r. : yo void
Foremen : 84 : 66 : 26 : 47^ • 3*| : 15
Eta lcyees : 72 : 66 : 54 : 37?; 34^ : 28
XXXI
Estimate how many foremen in a group of' 100 work as hard ( mental
labor con sidered) as the men working under them.
: between
75-100
: between
50-100
: between :
1 - 50
between
1-25
: no estimate
Foremen : 86 : 108 : 60 : 33 : 8
Employees : 76 : 91 : 93 : 54 : 6
Foremen
Employees
: percent
75-100
: 49%
: 39-1
percent
50-100
48
: percent
1-50
: 34
: 48-1-
percent
1-25
28
: percent
void
: 4*
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XXXII
Given 10 men and a lazy foreman estimate the percent output is
lowered because the foreman is lazy.
: lowered
over l/2
: lowered :
over l/4
lowered
over l/5
: lowered : Lowered : void
over l/lO lessl/lO:
For erren : 38 : 166 : 166 : 166 : : 10
-Ciirployees : 26 : 146 : 153 : 164 6 : 22
: percent
over l/2
: percent :
over l/4
percent
over l/5
: percent
over l/lO
: percent: percei
^essl/lO: void
Foremen : M \ : 94i : 94i : 94i : : 5i
: 19k : 76 : 79i : 85i : Sli : lit
XXXIII
If 100 promotions were msde how many would be made on the basis
of proven ability?
: between
75-100
: between :
50-100
between
1-50
: between
1-25
: void
Foremen : 48 : 67 : 57 : 42 : 52
Employe*! : 17 : 59 : 115 : 66 : 18
: percent
75-100
: percent :
50-100
percent
1-50
: percent
1-25
: rcent
void
Foremen : 27^ : 36 : 32-i- : 23^- : 30
Employees : 8-| : 30| : 59f : 33^- : 9*
XXXIV
Do you think that an industrial cooperative plan is better than
a separate union plan?
: yes : no : void : J/o yes : p no : jjb void
Foremen i 127 : 15 : 34 : 72- : 8j : 19
Employees : 141 : 42 : 9 : 73-^ : 21% : 5
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XXXV
Should working men allow I. V. -V.'s to work with them?
: yes : no : void : % yes : % no : P void
Foremen : 20 : 156 : :. 11-g- : 88-| :
Employees : 53 : 131 : 8 : 27-| : 68^ : 4
XXXVI
Should foreigners be allowed to speak a language other than
English?
: yes : no : void : "jo yes : % no t % void
Foremen : 36 : 139 : 1 : 20$ : 79 si
Employees : 72 : 119 : 1 : 37vr : 61-f : 1
XXXVII
When Americans and foreigners both apply for employment do the
foreigners receive an unfair consideration?
: yes : no : void : > yes : /o no 5 /o void
Foremen : 149 : 21 : 6 ! 84^ i lli : 4
Employees : 150 : .35 : 7 : 78| : 16^- : 3
XXXVIII
Are laboring men as much opposed to capitalistic combines as
they were fifteen years ago?
: yes : no : void : ja ye s : % no : '/o void
Foremen
4
: 29 : 144 : 3 : 16i : B1& 2 2
Employees : 36 : 148 : 8 : 16J-. : 77~ :4
1
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Out of 100 average working men estimate how many do not w^nt too
give an honest day's work but want to get "by as easy as possible.
: between : b -tween : between : between : void
75-100 50-100 1 - 50 1-25
Foremen : 54 : 64 : 96 : 48 : 16
Employees : 65 : 80 : 94 : 36 : 18
: t« rcent : percent : percent : percent : percent
75-100 50-100 1-50 1-25 void
Foremen : 30| : 36^ 54§ : : 9-|
^mployees : 39| : 41% : 48% : 18% : 9-|-
XL
Ope of 100 average foremen estimate how many plan tc do only
enough to 'get by'.
: between : between : between : between : void
75-100 50-100 1-50 1-25
Foremen : 33 : 40 : 121 : 73 : 15
Employees : 36 : 47 : 121 : 83 : 24
: percent : percent : percent : percent : percent
75 - 100 50-100 1-50 1-25 void
Foremen : IF 1 : 22§ : 68| : 41% : 8
Employees : 19 : 24* : 63 : 12{ :10
XT, I
Which do you think should be the driving force in life; a desire
for money or the pleasure to be found in doing a task?
: money : task : void : % money : ,o task : jo vo
Foremen : 7 : 169 : 2 t S| : : 1
Employees : 19 : 173 : 5 : 10 : 88 : 2
•V
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XIII
Are efficiency men necessary?
: yes : no : void : % yes : % no : > void
Foremen . : 133 : 32 : 11 : 75% : l8j : 6
Employees : 108 : 83 : 1 t 6}| : 44 : 4^
XLIII
Could a foreman, lacking all ability to s ympathize, become a good
foreman?
i yes : no : void : $ yes : /o no : *jo void
Foremen : 12 : 162 : : 7 : 92 : j.
Employees : 52 : 138 : 2 : 27 : 111 : 1*
XLIV
Should one who selects a foreman r eceive any instm ctions,
relat ive to methods of selection , from higher up?
: yes : no : void : ;c yes : ,,o no : ~jo vo i d
Foremen : 75 : 96 : 5 : 42 : 54^
timi loyees : 97 : 71 21 : 50|- ? 37 : 12|
XLV
•vould a man with little abilty appoint, as foreman to serve
under himself, another who showed promise of graat ability?
: yes : no : void : % yes : ,o no : % avoid
Foreman : 42 : 128 : 6 : 25 : 7lh : 3>-

;o7
XL?I
Do you think that a corporation should have a s et of rules for
selecting foremen?
: yes : no : void : /o yes : % no : % void
Foreiren : 112 : 64 : : *4§ : 3S\ :
Employees : 132 : 56 : 4 : 69 : 29 : 2
2XSTIX
Do you think that a foreman could be fairly judged by his Strength
or weakness in the following characteristics: healthy intelligence, will-
power, personality, sympathy?
: ye? : no : void : )o yes : )o no : °Jo void
Foremen : 170 i 4 : 2 : 96g i zl : 1
Employees : 180 : 8 : 4 : 94 s 4& : l|-
XLVIII
If IOC average working men were raised by the results shown in
intelligence tests hew many mistakes would be made,
rbetween :Botween : between :bet\veen :Vcid
75-1— 50- 75 25-50 1 - 25
Foremen : 50 : 13 : 51 : 14 : 48
Employees I 46 : 35 : 23 : 61 : 27
: percent : percent : percent : percent : percent
75-1C0 50-75 25-50 1-25 void
Foremen » 28£ : 7 : 29 : 8 : 27*
Errloyees t 24 i 18- : 12 : 32 I 14%
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XLIX
Do you believe in intelligence tests?
yes : no : void : % yes : f> no : % void
Foremen : 143 : 31 : 2 : 81^ : 17 : 1%
Employees : 160 : 30 : 2 : 83^ ': 16& : 1
L
Do you think a man with little jE rsonality could become a
good foreman?
: yes : no : void : fo yes : % no :
'fo
void
Foremen : 144 : 29 : 3 : 82 : 16|- : I-j
iJmployees : 48 : 141 : 3 : 25 : 73 : 2
II
Do you tfcink that an overbearing habit is a sign of a small
character?
: yes : no : void : )o yes : % no : % void
Foremen I 161 : 14 : 1 : 9l£ : 8 : \
Employees : 152 : 36 : 4 : 79-§- : 19 : \\
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A CONSIDERATION OF
THREE PHASES OF INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION
Summary
The Introduction at the beginning of the thesis should he read
as the first part of the summary.
Chapter One. Four Important Sources of Education for Working
Men.
The fotxr sources considered in the chapter, (schools, experience,
fellow-workman and foreman), are not the only sources from which working
men receive their education but are studied because these mediums are those
through which school folk may usually act to elucate them.
Chapter I. Section I. The Schools.
The last twenty years has witnessed a tremendous growth in indus-
trial education in the rublic schools. Introduction of this form of education
was, in the beginning, opposed by schools for four reasons. First: The
schools had few faculty members competent to teach the courses demanded.
Second: The schools did not have the necessary buildings or equipment.
Third: The whole matter was forced upon members of the professional class
by the working group. Fourth: Teachers were afraid that courses which
they taught would be removed to make room for new courses. Yet in spite of
opposition there has been builded a new curriculum which considers the work-
ing men.
The amount of ilm% which is now given tc industrial education is
considerable. Is this tire wisely used or par tly wasted? Everyone seems
to be satisfied with the percent of timewhich is given over to industrial
courses but educators are not satisfied with the methods used in teaching
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them as is evidenced in the general curriculum revision tfi ich is going on
over the country. Nor are those who enter industrial work satisfied for
they usually take mere practical courses in some other school than the
public system.
How shall the methods of industrial education he improved? This
qvestion must he faced. It is suggested that more avocational subjects
(so called) which vary few care anything about fet dropped in order that more
money may be spent for equipment and better teachers for the industrial
courses which are in demand. School men will lose an opportunity if,
because they neglect to improve their methods, they allow other sources to
educate the working man. It is important that public s di ool ae thods be on
a par with these used in any other school, that Van refer e it3 courses be
as desirable since other schools do not seriously consider the ethical side
of life, a side of life which is beinu- neglected.
.»orking men want their children to get into t v e professional class
or management group for they b elieve that life in these classes is easier.
For that reason they are not so 'set' on industrial education as it sometimes
appears. It is difficult to make ther believe that a school teacher works
as hard aa an industrial worker. However working men do not s corn the
benefits of an education as they used to do and they expect the school to
teach them how to obtain better conditions snd hov; to spend tti ei r leisure
hoi.rs.
Laboring men feel inferior to other groups and admit the feeling.
The- contend that the ether groups, also, feel superior. The schools may
be tartly to blare for this feeling because they set up, in the past, a
standard of avocational superiority which they are sometimes unwilling to
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tear down, schooling must no longer be looked at as a means affording one
an advantage over another. education must not raise a standard of superior-
ity over those who do not work rather it must condemn such.
because of shorter working hours the education which will teach
men better ways in which to spend their leisure hours is desirable. We
must mix ethics, morality, and dare we use the word •religion', into our
teaching process. i?art icipants in our crime life are for the most part
young people and schools must take part of the V.ame for this fact. The
school must teach that service to others brings the most happiness, not riches
or popularity.
Chapter One. Section II. Experience.
Schools mast still be more practical and less theoretical. Since
working men learn a srreat deal from experience each man ought to be where
experience will count for the most. Ve must not have square pegs in round
holes, in other words School and Industry must consider capacity. The
apprentice system which usually disregards capacity is ill-adapted to modern
conditions. The school which does not allow for individual ability is behind
the times.
Capacity is largely inherited yet some writers have confused
general capacity with occupational capacity, which is inherited to only a
small degree if at all. V/e do not mean that a boy should be a brick-mason
because his father was one. Capacity which is combined with experience will
make a man skillful in any line which seems fundamentally tr require the
same innate capability.
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The opportunity for experience is not so great in the se days cf
massed production and piece work. Fcr these reasons interest in gaining
experience relative to the job is lessening, present day methods of factory
production offering little stirrulus or satisfaction.
Experience as the only source of education is insufficient. Very
little t-aining for leisure hours will be gained through this channel,
^specially does it seen; necessary that foreigners learn from other sources
than exn* rience •
The section ends with the conclusion that more actual experience
must be brought into the schools. That young people should net have the theory
alone when they entsr the field of work that they will follow. That modern
inuustr^ does not offer much in the way of a general experience nor does it
hied capacity and that schools ought to point out the broad fields of labor
by teaching courses which give regard to capacity.
Chapter One. Section III. Fellow Workman*
Association with cue's fallow has an influence avee ati. onally and
vocationally, morally and for efficiency in the task. Snal 1 factories are
largely a thing of the past and the workman in a large manufacturing plant,
who has probably done nothing but piece work for years, is in no position to
impart a General vocational knowledge to the new employee since he cannot
give technical advice which he dees not himself possess or need in performance
of his work. It is for this reason, at least in part, that a broader high
school curriculum is necessary.
Voc.tional education gaino-1 through association is decreasing
since nearly all work is routine and there is now little need for discussion
about the work at hand. At the same tirce the avocati ona 1 influence which
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conversation gives to the individual is increasing, since men have more time
for social talk. This social stimulation which follows men from their labor
is often evil in nature.
Chapter Cne. section IV. ^nagement
.
What part doe# management play ineducating the worker 1 It puts
annually great sums of money into channels which are calculated to educate
the working Ban into a sympathetic understanding of its aims. Lost corpora-
tions want the cooperation of their men and have actually adopted the doctrine
of service first and profits second. But it is hard to make the average
worker believe this last statement since he has about him a narrow horizon of
thought. L'ost of the credit for this change in the heart of nanagement be-
longs to teachers of our public schools. The class-room ideals of several
years are beginning to bear fruit.
A few yesrs ago industrial leaders refused to support schools which
advocated principles of industrial psychology which are now recognized by all
thinking men. School men are now exerting a powerful influence for good upon
the industrial world through management. For the first time in history men
in :?anagerrent are, for the most part, men educated in schools. Here we have
a channel through which the schools have only lately been permitted to act.
To the average working man the word corporation has no concrete
meaning. Because of this fact the taking of material from a corporation is
not thought of as stealing. iiianagement, in the person of its foremen, must
bring tc men a personal tcuch. The lack of this personal feeling causes the
most of the stealing as well as other attendant evils • An e xplanati on of
working men's attitude toward industry as a result of this impersonal ism is
given in the thesis.
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In conclusion we may say thet management is a new source through
which education may educate the working men. That the importance of this
service has not been recognized, especially in the field of foremen selection.
That men and management must come to a mutual understanding which it is the
business of the schools to teach.
Charter Two. Jcme Principal ^otivatin" Factors effecting the lives
of Industrial -'orkers.
3©roe motivating influence enters into all conduct. These motivating
factors are seen in innate conditions determining the behavior of men. V.'e
study the life urges that .ve may be able to understand men, and educators
must make a study cf them if they expect to accomplish the test results in
their fields of work.
Chapter Tv.o. Fear should be minimized.
Fe<a,r makes itself felt in several ways. First: a fear, common
usually to new workers, is that caused by a feeling of physical danger.
Second : there is frequently evidenced a fear of losing the job, of getting
*fired*. This fear is usually seen in an unnatural submission to f tr emen,
T;ird: among skilled mechanics we find the fear of appearing to know too
much. "«?hen promotion time comes it does not always come to him who appeued
to know the most at crucial moments. Fourth: we have the old fear, a general
distrust, which the employees have for the employer. This fear is slowly
dying.
Fear of any kind is undesirable. If fear has no part in motivation
a worker will do more and better work. It becomes the business of the schools
to minimize fear through the teaching of mental and physical health standards.
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Chapter Two. The ^re*?arious habit.
This factor causes strikes and trouble or cooperation and mutual
understanding. It exerts a great and good influence if used in the right
way. The ability of an executive depends upon his skillful direction of
this motive. It leads one to regard others and their interests as his own,
Public schools should not forget that man is a social being. The
big tasks are not done by individuals but by groups working together. Schools
play a large part in moulding the individualities of future vc rking men and
sc they must share in strife or unrest caused by failure or grcups to cooperate
in business life.
Chapter Two. fhe Acquisition spirit.
There is a very present danger that this life impulse is going to
do working men a great deal of harm. We must give due regard for the s-oirit
of acquisition.
In many fold the motive urging acquisition is the wrong motive. In
order to gain many of us would acquire without earning. It is certain that
many are interested only in a 3cheme of capture whereby' soras thing is gotten
for nothing.
He who has, associated with a strong urge for acquisition, another
even stronger called the urge of sympathy cannot acquire too much of this
world's goods since all of his gain is desired that he may be of service to
his fellows.
Taking advantage of the urge of acquisition the oo mpuny offers to
working mea rewards of two kinds, ^irst: it offers a regard of wages,
becond: it offers a reward of promotion to those who fit in. We should not
want more wages or greater responsibility except as they permit us to be of
greater service to others. Corporations are mistaken in believing that in-
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creased wages or promotion will increase production.
Hdre is an opportunity for the schools. The world needs a new
view-point, the next generation must have it, the schools should teach a
new motive for acquiring.
Chapter Two. Play a stimulus for work.
That industry, everything else being equal, is best whe re the play
"rge is strongest. The best work is done not through a sense of duty alone
b-jt T^er* the^e is an element t>f play. A fee-ling of duty only reduces a man
to slavery.
..'orking men lose interest not so much because they are square
pegs in round holes but because they are driven blindly to perform tasks in
a makeshift way, the corporations imagining that they save money by ai ch
proceedure. i^anagement may try to make the men hurry in three ways. First:
it may try driving by 'bull-dozing' methods. This attempted method of pro-
ducing speed has been largely abandoned. Second: management may seek to
induce harder work by offering a bonus. This ne thod is being e xtensively
used despite the fact that whole books have been written a bout t he proven
evils wMch attend such a system. Third: the mint:.geme nt may discover those
things which arouse interest in the working man's soul. This method is the
one which is permanently successful.
Men should be placed w?ere work will s^em like play. Vocational
training, in schools, which s»eeks to discover at the entrance levels inherent
capacities and the most profitable line of learning, will do much for working
""en since it "fill help direct them into paths where tasks will be interesting
and. work will seem like play.
•
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Chapter Two. Imagination as a driving force.
The visual type of imaginative ability is esje cially needed in
industrial life and is of great importance. There are two kinds of this
imagination, the one is a thoughtless blind use of imagination, the other
an imagination based upon practical mechanical laws. Industry needs one
kind and is harmed when the othsr kind is in control.
In order that they may make a profit corporati ens bring in
efficiency men who time study the men. Efficiency men should study the
workers and discover what productivity would become if impulse of imagina-
tion incited them to work. Management will not prosper until they release
the factor of imagination which is almost absent in modern concerns. Further
cooperation is impossible unless all parties are possessed with the impulse
of creation. An industry ought to rid itself of all foremen who have no
imagination.
There is a daneer that the industrial tendency prohibiting most
creative imagining by the mass will permeate the school atmosphere. Students
are told too much what to do instead of being allowed to d evelop their own
individualities. Me must follow a course which will ]* rmit some exercise
of imagination.
Chapter Two. The Imitative impulse.
'The force cf imitation is of great value or productive of much
harm. >'e must either control it or allow it to use us.
•»hen it is used in industry to the exclusion of imagination then
men would be better off without it for it stops all progress and e stablishes
custom, which results in the lessening of ability of all kinds.
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Mich of moaern work can be nothing but imitativ e drudgery, or the
doing of tasks which require little imagination. Men mus t then of necessity
do drudgery work and while doing it they cannot content themselves unless
they are able to visualize a goal.
A society safe for democracy is one in which every individual,
no matter what his daily toil may be, has a vision. Therefore it is increas
ir><-ly important that public schools give young people a vision since much
of massed production i3 drudgery.
Chapter Two. The Sympathetic factor.
As animal life evolutes the strength of this impulse increases.
It is the only influence which works, usually, to the advja tage of the
whole race.
*en in management are rapidly coming to see that human life is
of more value than material wealth and this growing spirit of sympathetic
cooperation is brought to industry by a younger generation which is better
educated than any generation preceding it.
to t>e public schools must go much credit for ideals cf service
which permit a great civilization to grow greater. The spirit of sympathetic
service is the automatic governor of civilization today, without this
balancing factor cth^r civilizations have destroyed themselves.
Chapter Three. Five ^ualific ;tions for Management.
The lowest rank of ren in management are called foremen. All
executives in management of whatever rank may be thought of as though they
were foremen, the sarre measuring stick of ability nay be used.
'.Vhen a corporation needs a foremen measures are seldom taken to
assure that the one selected i3 the best one. The immediate superior usually
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makes the selection without any instructions from 'higher up' or without any
deliberate consideration of necessary qualifications.
If an industrial organization would use some scheme "by which to
select its foremen from among those vh o have certain qualif icati a; s it would
probably oenefit. Those qualifications which should be considered are
probably health, intelligence, willpower, personality, and sympathy.
One qualification, willpower, looms above all the rest in importance
and the others are dependent, to seme extent, upon it. The lives of all
great leaders imply this statement: "The will is master of the life and
not the >ody." This one principle makes i.t least one-half of the difference
between the real leader and the follower in the mass.
Chapter Three. Health.
This is the stream which carries the other qualifications through
life. As a stream cannot rise higher than its source so the source of health
depends, to some decree, upon the individual and the most of us are our own
worst enemies.
iome of the factors which cause a leak in vitality are: fear,
anger, wrong diet, worry, evil thoughts, dissipation, sleeplessness. Each
of these elements is considered in the thesis.
Poor health will bury a foreman's ability and make him a liability.
A foreman who is strong ana vigorous will feel e^u^l to any undertaking.
Chapter Three. Intelligence.
»'e cannot expect to find u part of our body labeled ' Intelligence*
but we may measure it, somewhat as the electrician meaai ze s electricity, by
manifested results.
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Methods of testing for intelligence are not so reliable as they
soTetimes appear to "be since many factors enter in to make the tests of
little value, ^specially in industry does testing; for int ell igero e accomplish
little. Scnparatively few concerns have enough to gain f rorr. the use of
general intelligence tests to compensate for the trouble aid the expense
of giving them.
*Ve must, by sere means, be able to discover the intelligent
person with more certainty. It is important that the foreman be intelligent.
Tests may nevsr be devised that will discover whether he is or not but his
actions will tell.
Chapter Three, -illpower.
Intelligence is of little value without willpower. The question
is not how far will intelligence allow one to go but rather will that one
master life and drive himself or will he be driven by desire?
Some most successful people have only an average intellig ence
but more driving power than less successful folk who possess more intelli-
gence.
Foremen must be men who can will to make quick decisions. V7e can-
not expect that men will repose confidence in a foreman vh o cannot come to
a quick decision on demand. Finally the foreman is a saccess in the measure
that he has ability to force himself to keep going.
There are two kinds of strong wills • If ambition is coupled with
a strong bad-will harm will result but if it is driven by a strong good-will
a benefit follows. A man with a strong will overdomes obstacles ys t he
may not be a good man since he may use his will overcoming obstacles which
stand in the way of sinister purpose. .Ve want then, as executives, men
who have ambition and good willpower.

Chapter Three. Personality.
Soase kinds of foremen can never inspire loyalty for they have no
personality, that aspect of individuality which leads others. The re will
be no loyalty in the hearts of men toward a corporation for which they
may work if the foremen are not men with likable personalities since foremen
are the men who provide the great measure of personal touch if there is to
be any. In the early days of industry personality may not have been an
important factor for all men knew the owners of the factories in which they
labored, but that day has passed. The very separation of capital aid labor,
so that they are no longer acquainted, calls personality forth, opens a gap
which it alone can fill.
Not many employers have given thought to incie as ing personality
among foremen yet that quality and not intelligence has been sad will
always be the controlling factor in any industry. Time was when great person
alities swung an enterprise but today it is the mass which we must deal
with and if civilization is to swing through space without being swung into
a million pieces we must have thousand of lesser personalities called
'Foremen' •
One who lacks in the sentiment of sympathy cannot be very much of
a personality. In really great personalities thie ruling sentiment is sym-
pathy. "Let him who would become great among ycu first become the servant
of all."
Chapter Three. Sympathy.
Without sympathy a foreman may be obeyed, feared, but not honored.
In looking for a foreman, therefore, look for one who is attached to his
fellows with cords of sympathy, one who enjoys their company and laughs at
his work.
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Chapter Three. Conclusion,
The schools should "bend every energy tov;ard training young men
today so that they will he able executives tomorrow. The aim in in is chapter
has been to focus attention upon foremen qualifications in such a way that
future working ir.en will be benifited.
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thought, .v'hen quotations are used through the thesis credit is given on
the same page in a foot-note.
Tiase given to a study of these books has been considerable. At one
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spent all of each day in the City Liorary of Pueblo, Colorado, readi lg and
outlining books. During the oummer of 1929 the writer spent one term
,
five weiks, at the atate Univ ersity of Colorado, in Boulder, studying
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